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I. LEIF ERIKSOX OF THE SAGAS
BY CORNELIA STEKETEE HULST

Note: The main points in this study of Leif Erikson are as

dictated by The Honorable Rasmus B. Anderson, L.L.D., and he has
approved whatever additions have been made to his material, so this

may stand as his final word on the subject. But for his eighty-three

years and his many other activities he might even have undertaken
the writing. His unified view of this subject and its ramifications

makes his contribution of great value for future historians working
in this field as well as for the general reader, as, also, does his great
sum of knowledge, accumulated during the many years during which
he has followed the subject closely. In the Sixties and early Seventies

of the past Century he was lecturing on Leif Erikson and was able to
enlist such men as Ole Bull and Longfellow for him, so giving the
Norse Discoverer much of the strong emotional appeal that he has in

America. From those days, when Dr. Anderson visited Norway twice

with Ole Bull and as his guest, through the twenty-five years of his

service as Professor of Scandinavian Language and Literature in the

University' of Wisconsin and the four years of his service of the

United States as Minister to Denmark, he has known, often personally,

the Scandinavian scholars who have written on Leif Erikson whose
theories appear in this paper.

C. S. H.

WHEX Leif Erikson sailed his viking ship into the West and

landed in America, in the year 1000, he regarded his discovery

of this new land as an incident, for he was on a journey to Green-

land to visit his father and his brothers and to execute a commission,

or, to be exact, a Mission, entrusted to him by King Olaf Trigvason

of Norway, the same King Olaf whom Longfellow's Saga shows

building the Long Serpent and converting his Berserks to Chris-

tianity by a masterful threat with his sword

:

Then King Olaf raised the hilt

Of iron, cross-shaped and gilt.

And said, "Do not refuse;

Count well the gain and the loss,

Thor's hammer or Christ's Cross : ' •

Choose!"
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The important Mission which Leif Erikson was executing

for King Olaf in the year 1000 was nothing less than the conversion

of the people in Greenland to Christianity, and, like King Olaf, he

had become a very ardent Christian ; in fact, these two were united

by bonds closer than those of blood, for Leif Erikson was King

Olaf's son in the new faith—it was the King who had converted him

and led him to the font where he received baptism.

-Vnd no person could have appreciated better than King Olaf

the value that this young convert of his might be to the Christian

cause, for Leif Erikson was an Icelander and sailed with his own
company of shipmates in his own ship. He was, moreover, the son

of that super-Icelander, Erik the Red, who had planted the success-

ful colony in Greenland in 984 and was still living there in Brattelid,

the homestead he had built. At that time, Iceland and Greenland

were both republics, politically, peopled by those independent

families who had been too high in spirit to submit to the kings when

they established their rule in Norway. They had emigrated instead.

That was in 874. And now King Olaf was doubtless hoping that

they could be won back, religiously, to a brotherhood within the

Christian fold.

It is easily seen that when Leif Erikson accepted King Olaf's

Mission he was placing himself in a very delicate and difficult posi-

tion, doubly difficult because the people he undertook to convert

were politically at variance with Norway and harbored an old

resentment against her, and again doubly difficult because among

those to be converted were his own father and his own brothers, his

brothers named both in honor of Thor, Thorvald and Thorstein, and

his father a devoted worshipper of Thor as his choice of those

names for his sons proclaims.

If this bold and independent Erik the Red had been one of the

King's guests at his Yuletide Festival when he forced his Berserks

to that choice between the hammer and the cross, it is more than

likely that Erik would not have chosen the cross at the end of the

King's sword, but its biting blade, instead. . . but it is likely, too,

that if this bold and independant Erik had been among the guests

at his board King Olaf would not have adopted so drastic a policy

to convert him as the threat with the sword. He was wisely politic

now in entrusting this Mission to the old hero's son, for the son

would not use threats with his father, but would approach the old
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hero in affection and reverence, and with a rich and most acceptable

gift in his hand.

What gift? and why so acceptable? The gift of information on

the important question which had remained unanswered since 986,

when IJjarne Herjulfson, one of Erik's friends, had been driven far

out of his course toward the south and west and had sighted a

heavily wooded coast, but did not land. Greenland produced no

timber, and in that land in the West might be a source of supply

as well as an advantageous site for a new colony, warmer in climate,

too. We shall see that after Leif Erikson discovered \ inland, his

two brothers, in succession, both tried to go there.

Since Leif Erikson's purpose in this voyage to Greenland and

A'inland was not merely adventure, discovery, and colonization, ad-

mirable as that would have been, but the fulfillment of a Christian

Mission, he must be given rank among the great missionaries and the

missionary saints of the early Church who carried their faith into

foreign lands, as well as among the foremost navigators and dis-

coverers.

It was a highly dramatic moment when at last Leif Erikson stood

facing his father, Erik the Red, among the men of the Greenland

Colony, a moment fraught with great consecjuence and historic

significance. When he had accepted the new faith in Norway, his

shipmates had all accepted it, too, and now he was to be almost com-

pletely successful among the men of Greenland. The Heimskringla

Saga tells only the detail that he had with him a priest and other

teachers, and the occasion must have been very much like that which

is told of in England, when the missionaries from Rome arrived

there carrying the Cross to the Northumbrian king. When the

Christian story had been told to them, a Northumbrian chieftain

pled for the acceptance of the new faith before the King:

"You remember, it may be, O King, that which happens
sometimes in winter when you are seated at table with yovir

earls and thanes. Your fire is lighted and your hall is

warmed, and without is rain and snow and storm. Then
comes a swallow flying across the hall ; he enters by one
door and leaves by another. The brief moment when he is

within is pleasant to him ; he feels not rain nor cheerless

winter weather ; but the moment is brief—the bird flies

away in the twinkling of an eye, and he passes from winter

to winter. Such, methinks, is the life of man on earth,

compared with the uncertain time beyond. It appears for
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awhile, hut what is the time which comes after? . . . the

time which was before? We know not. If, then, this new
doctrine ma\' teach us somewhat of greater certainty, it

were well we should regard it."

The Northumbrian King and his followers accepted the new faith,

and perhaps Erik the Red himself was almost persuaded to be a

Christian ; perhaps he even advanced to the font to receive bap-

tism, as a Frisian king had done, but asked as he stood there, as the

Frisian king had asked, where, according to this new doctrine.

his own forefathers would be in that other world. Perhajis he de-

cided then, as that {""risian king had decided, to continue to live his

life to the end so that he might be with them, for he told the men

of Greenland finalK' that he would not forsake Odin and Thor now

that he was old, because they had been his gods since he was a child

and had been good to him. A very loyal old man, and an epic hero

worthy of epic sons, such as his sons were. Apart from Erik, all

accepted the Christian faith, and clad in white robes they received

baptism at the hands of the i)riest who had come to Greenland with

Leif.

By sailing to the south and west of Greenland, Leif Erikson.

the Lucky, as he was called, came to that richly wooded .shore which

he expected to find because Bjarne Herjulfson had sighted it, and

he named it X'inland because he found many wild grapes growing

there. It was too late in the season for him to reach Greenland

again before the winter set in, and he wanted to take timber back

with him, so he built a house large enough to shelter his i)arty of

thirty-six men and remained there through the winter. In the spring

they set sail with that rich and acceptable gift of \'inland in their

hands, a far richer gift than they could have had an\- conception of.

On the way, some people who had been shii)wrecked were found

afloat in their small boat, and Leif Erikson rescued them and took

them with him to Brattelid. The man, Thorer, who had been in

command of the wrecked ship, and his wife, Gudrid. thereafter

lived at IJrattelid, while their >hip-companions lived apart with

Leifs men.

"Now Leif was very well off, both as to riches and honor." says

the Flatey Bok, which tells his story—the timber he brought from

Vinland must have been rated at a high price, as well as the wine

from the grapes. And facts and incidents are told in the saga which

show that Leif was a man and a hero after the world's own heart:
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"Leif was a very tall man, and vigorous, a wise man,
and a very moderate man in every regard.''

He had had the power of making friends, and friends in high places

;

King Olaf had thought a great deal of him; and had cordially enter-

tained him a whole winter, with all of his men

:

"Was Leif with the King all the winter well treated.'' His men
thought highly of him. too, and followed him in the new faith as

across the unknown seas

:

"\\'as he then christened and all his shipmates, too." His father

loved him, for he was a very kind son

:

"Leif begged his father. Erik, if he would a leader be

in the expedition. Erik excused himself, said he was too

old in age and said he could not endure the troubles of the

sea as before. Leif said he might yet with best luck rule

them, the kinsmen, and then Erik yielded to Leif and rode

from home, when they w^ere ready and there was not far

to go to the ship. The horse stumbled which Erik rode,

and fell he off from its back and hurt his foot. Then quoth
Erik : not for me is fated to find more lands than this where
now we dwell, we now no longer may follow together.

•Went Erik home to Brattelid, and Leif went to the ship,

three tens and a half men."

It had been Leif's plan, then, to remove his father and his

brothers to the wooded lands farther south and to build a new
colony and homestead there, with them all still under his father's

rule. An affectionate and dutiful son, and so persuasive that his

father actually made the attempt.

Another incident shows Leif Erikson equally kind and affec-

tionate to his old foster-father, a ridiculous Thersites in appearance,

with a large forehead and restless eyes, small freckles on his

face, a low stature, unseemly, and in the habit of making wry faces,

but dear to Leif in spite of all this,

"because Tyrker had been long with his father and himself

and loved much Leif in his childhood."

When this old fosterfather strayed away from the rest of Leif's

party and was lost in the woods in Vinland, Leif was very much
troubled and blamed his men severely for letting it happen. At once

he set out with twelve of his men to hunt for Tyrker, and when

Tyrker they found Leif did not rebuke him but received him well
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and said to liim kindly. "Where wert thou so late, fosterfather

mine?"

Epic adventure ran in the veins of Leif Erikson's brothers as in

his father's and his ov^^n, and Thorvald Erikson now, in the spring

of 1002, took up the plan of exploring \'inland. while Leif Erikson

remained in Cireenland. Thorvald reached X'inland and lived there

in Leif's house, but the natives became hostile and he was wounded

to the death by an arrow from their bows. He directed his men

to make his grave on a headland and to place crosses at his head

and his feet to mark the spot, and this they did, returning afterward

to Greenland. So far as is known, Thorvald Erikson is the first

Christian man whose ashes were mingled with the American soil.

That winter, Erik the Red had died, and Leif Erikson was now the

head of the family. That winter, also. Thorer, died, and his wife,

Gudrid, was now a widow in P»rattelid.

In the year 1004, Thorstein, the third of Erik's sons, set sail for

Vinland in the same good ship that Leif and Thorvald had used, but

he did not reach his goal. He was obliged to turn back and died

before he reached Drattelid. Again, a tragic death in this family

of heroes, and deepened in its pathos by the fact that (judrid, the

widow of Thorer, whom Thorstein had taken as his wife, had under-

taken this voN'age with Thorstein, a very brave and gifted woman of

whom much more will be heard later.

Then, in the year 1006, Thorfinn Karlsefne came to Greenland

and visited Brattelid, a man of great wealth who sailed his own
ship from Norway. "Soon he fell in love with Gudrid, and wooed

her," says the Saga, and at Yuletide Gudrid and Thorfinn Karlsefne

were married. Both Gudrid and all others now urged upon Karl-

sefne that he plant the colony in Vinland. and Leif Erikson lent him

the use of his houses there. With three ships, one hundred and

sixty-one men, and five women, they set sail in the spring of 1007.

taking all sorts of chattels, including cattle ; and they landed safely.

They lived there for three years, and lived well, for

"they profitted by all the products of the land, that there

were, both of grapes and deer and fish and all good
things. .

." "a whale was driven up there, both large and
good. .

." "were then not short of food."

Thorfinn Karlsefne felled trees and hew^ed them for a shij) after

he had dried the wood on the rocks. They gave the natives a con-
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temptuous name, Skralings, meaning chips, because they were not

so tall as the Norsemen ; and they began to trade with them. The

natives offered all kinds of skins, including grey fur and sable, and

they wanted to exchange these for weapons, but Karlsefne was

afraid to trust them with weapons and offered them milk instead,

which they liked so well that thereafter they wanted milk and noth-

ing else. Later the natives became hostile, and after three years

the settlers had to abandon the colony, setting sail for Norway.

Such a handful of men as they were could not hope to stand suc-

cessfully against so many, with only such weapons as they had. If

they had had firearms they could have done so.

It may be that their strongest reason for leaving \ inland was

that a baby had arrived in their camp, a boy, born the }ear after

Thorfinn and Gudrid landed, and far too precious a person to be

risked amid tomahawks and arrows. So they sailed away with

their little son, when they had named Snorre, the first white child

born on this continent, so far as is known. And if they had not done

so, it is very likely that one of the world's greatest artists would

never have been known, the sculptor Bertel Thorwaldson, for this

great man traced his ancestry to Snorre Thorfinnson, born in \ in-

land,- the son of Thorfinn Karlsefne and Gudrid, as has been shown.

In 1010 Thorfinn Karlsefne and Gudrid sailed to Norway,

where, the Flatey Bok tells, "they enjoyed good friendship, both

Thorfinn and his wife, from the most distinguished men in Nor-

way." The Flatey Bok tells that from abroad a stranger came to

visit them, "a southerner, a native of Bremen in Saxonland," who
arrived the year after they left \ inland, in 1011. This man was so

much interested in Thorfinn Karlsefne's ship that he offered to buy

the beakhead of it. Thorfinn did not want to sell it, but he finally

sold it when the man from Bremen offered him half a Mark of gold

for it. "Karlsefne knew not what wood it was, but it was Alazur,

come from Vinland," says the Saga, and of course this "maziir'

must have been bird's-eye maple, a wood native to America and

not produced in Europe.

Bremen was an important city at that time, a seaport, and the

seat of an Archbishopric ; and it evidently had adventurous and

rich citizens, at least one interested enough to make a long Northern

journey and pay a high price to a traveller who had returned from

the West, with a beautiful new kind of wood. This incident is evi-

dence, too, that important navigators from Bremen now knew about
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the Xorthmen's discoveries in \'inland, having received their infor-

mation directly from Thorfinn Karlsefne and (iudrid themselves,

onlv ten years after Leif Erikson left X'inland. A great deal of in-

terest must have been aroused in Bremen on this navigator's return

with Karlsefne's beakhead, not only by the mazur wood that he ex-

hibited and the accounts of Thorfinn Karlsefne's three years in \'in-

land. but by accounts of Leif Erikson's Mission and his discovery of

\'inland. The men of Bremen, also, were daring sailors, and why

should they not begin to make voyages to secure this new kind of

timber, and furs ? Perhaps they did ; and there is some reason to think

that they did. It is certain that the churchmen of Bremen became

eager to help in the work of Christianizing the West and the North,

for the Archbishop of Bremen- Hamburg consecrated men to the

work, and in 1059 a Bishop Jon of Iceland, one whom Archbishop

Adalbert of I5remen-Hambvn-g had consecrated, fell as a martyr in

\'inland beneath the arrows of the natives whom he was trying to

convert. By that time, then, \ inland was known south of the

Baltic, and in Rome.

II. LEIF ERIKSOX AXD COLUMBUS
Thorfinn Karlsefne and Gudrid, who left Mnland in 1010. seem

to have been the last of Leif Erikson's own associates who tried to

colonize \'inland. but many other voyages were made there and

continued to be made for centuries to obtain supplies of timber

;

in fact, they may have continued up to the time when Columbus

began his study of the facts which pointed to the existence of lands

in the \\'est.

The last of these voyages to \'inland that is recorded occurred

in 1347. Until that date, Greenland had continued to develop

steadil}', she had many communities large enough to support priests

of their own, and before the end of the 11th Century these were

so numerous and so important that Greenland was made into an

independent Iiishopric, a fact which, alone, proves that it was con-

sidered at the \'atican. The Sagas mention seventeen liishops of

Greenland in succession, and one of these, Bishop Erik Lpse. made

a personal visit to Mnland. presumably at the direction of his

superiors. Copies of his instructions and his report may possibly

still be found among the documents in Rome.

At any rate, it is certain that Vinland was known at the X'atican,
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and Columbus could have obtained information there in his investi-

gations. The disappearance of Greenland from History has usually

been ascribed to the Black Death, which nearly or quite depopulated

whole sections of the X^orth of Europe, but a letter has been found,

dated 1488 and signed by Pope Nicholas A', which throws new light

on the subject. This letter authorized sympathetic provision

for the few poverty-stricken people of Greenland who had re-

turned to their ruined homes after a "captivity" to which "the

barbarians" had subjected them thirty years before. "The barbar-

ians" had gathered "on the neighboring shores of the pagans," had

crossed to Greenland with a fleet, had "devastated the land with

fire and sword," had destroyed the cathedral and carried awa_\- all

survivors as slaves. "Fire and sword" were the conventional

Roman expressions, it is to be supposed, but the "sword" was really

tomahawks and arrows. This, then, was the fate of the people of

Greenland ; and this letter from the \'atican was written only twenty-

nine years before Columbus made his voyage of investigation to

Iceland, only forty-four }'ears before he sailed on his own voyage

of discovery to America.

The question rises whether Columbus knew of the discovery of

A'inland by Leif Erikson and whether, therefore, his own discoveries

are to be credited in any measure to his great predecessor. There is

considerable proof that he did know

:

(1) Gudrid, the sister-in-law of Leif Erikson, made a pilgrimage

to Rome after the death of Thorfinn Karlsefne left her again a

widow and well along in years.

A Saga records that Gudrid was greatly admired in Rome for

her intelligence and her curtesie, this last word being foreign to her

native language, a southern word to describe the courtly manners

of Southern Europe, where Feudalism and Chivalry had been intro-

duced ; and we may conclude from the use of this word "curtesie"

that Gudrid adopted the manners of the South when she was there,

did in Rome as the Romans did, and did it charmingly. The fact

that the Saga records these things of her is a sufficient proof that

Gudrid was regarded as a notable person and had won name and

fame for herself.

To win this wide renown for intelligence. Gudrid had onlv to

tell the story of the lands that she had seen and the people she had

known, remaining strictly true. And what stories she could tell,
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right out of the Hfe, new, varied, uhra-romantic, and stranger far

than fiction! Stories vivid, in the first person, with members of

her own family as the heroes, and heroes in no merely literary sense

of the word. Odysseys of shipwreck, of adventure and discovery,

seas uncharted, lands hitherto unknown, perils as deadly as the

worst that the adventurous Greek had survived in the Southern

Seas only by the protection of Wisdom, his god! Iceland, Green-

land, whales like Uehemoth. icebergs like mountains floating! and a

breed of heroes who had sailed their ships far beyond the Pillars

of Hercules, beyond the uttermost bounds of the West ! Erik the

Red, her own father-in-law, and the greater son of that great father,

Leif Erikson, who had out-sailed Erik and had carried the Cross

for King Olaf into the Xorth. . . . she had been herself among the

many in Greenland who put on the white robes to receive baptism. . . .

And all had put on the white robes to receive baptism excepting the

one. Father Erik, who had chosen to go to his grave in the faith of

Odin and Thor. . . . But he was a hero! Then, the tragic death of

young Thorvald, lying alone on that headland with the crosses at

head and feet, slain by the Red Skins ; then, the tragic voyage of

Thorstein. in which she had taken a part, returning his widow ; and

the three years in \'inland with Thortinn Karlsefne. with the Red
Skins on every hand

!

In Gudrid's narratives those Red Skins were new to Europe, and

to Rome, fascinating, as they ha\e always been, eagle feathers, war

paint, war dances, war whoops, scalp locks, tomahawks, bows and

arrows—perfectl\- thrilling! Gudrid could out-Cooper Cooper in

thrills, for, after all, her stories were true and needed no dressing

of fiction, i ler hearers may have doubted much that she told, for

the stories of the pilgrims had come to be proverbially dubious, but

her manner in telling must have been very convincing, to judge

by the term "intelligent" that the Sagaman used to describe her.

If artfulness or artistry had been apparent, "intelligent" would not

have been the word.

The facts that Gudrid told were of such extreme importance that

they would cause much discussion and would be carried far from
Rome, to the ends of Christendom, wherever navigators and church-

men and pilgrims went. That was an era of missionar\- effort,

of Crusades and consequent extending travel, and such stories

would naturally be repeated, repeated for years, even for centuries.
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In a traditional form, a navigator like Columbus would hear them,

for his was a profession that can use just such information as

Gudrid gave—historians have come to realize that tradition is often

the means of conveying valuable historical fact. Tradition ma}' have

served well, through Gudrid, in Leif Erikson's case.

(2) However, the facts that Gudrid told were preserved in a

better form than tradition, in the written work by Adam of Bremen.

The History of the Propagation of Christianity in the North of

Europe, which recorded the facts about King Olaf. Leif Erikson's

Mission, and \'inland in the W'est. This great scholar, a Canon and

Magister Scholarum, held the highest position among scholars in the

Archbishopric of Bremen-Hamburg. He died in 1076 and was. thus,

a contemporary of Gudrid's. He certainl\- knew about the im-

portant events in Greenland and \ inland that she had taken a part

in and he may have met her personally when she was a distinguished

and wealthy widow making her pious journey to Rome, intending

to build a Convent when she returned and dedicate the remaining

}"ears of her life there to religion. She undertook this pilgrimage to

Rome when her son. born in \ inland in 1008, had married and taken

his father's place in the management of his estate, probably about

1030.' and even before that date the Archbishop of Bremen-Hamburg

ma}' have begun to christianize \'inland, for he must have known
for }'ears about A'inland through travellers like the man who visited

Ivarlsefne and Gudrid and bought their mazur beakhead as well as

through his own ecclesiastical sources— for the northern lands were

all under his jurisdiction. It is most likely that Gudrid passed

through Bremen on her wa}' to Rome, for she belonged to that

Archepiscopate and she had the additional reason that she would

meet there friends whom she had entertained in her own home and

churchmen and navigators interested in her relation to A'inland and

the Mission of Leif Erikson— it should never be forgotten that

Gudrid was one of Leif Erikson's converts and that she was fervid

enough to go on this pilgrimage and to give herself to the religious

life of the Convent. H she passed through Bremen on her way to

Rome, particularly if she did so on her way home from Rome,

where ihe had excited great interest in the Xew. Western Land, her

influence with the Archbishop and with Adam of Bremen must

have been considerable, stimulating the Archbishop to christianize

A inland and stimulating Adam of Bremen to write his History of
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the Propagation of Christianity in the Xorth of luirope. a continua-

tion of the great work that he had long been writing, The History of

the Archbishopric of Bremen-Hamburg from 778 to his own time.

The History of the Mission to Greenland and the discovery of \ in-

land, both centering in Leif Erikson. would seem to him merel\ an

extension of his earlier work. The facts of I^eif Erikson's etiorts

could have come to him through various sources : first, through the

navigator who had bought the mazur wood beakhead from Thortinn

Karlsefne. in 1011, also through passing travellers before and after

that, probably also directly or indirectly through Gudrid on her pil-

grimage, as well as through those who had heard her, or heard about

her, in Rome, the returned pilgrims. Such were the usual sources

of information in that day.

But it is not likely that so eminent a scholar as Adam of Bremen

would consider such sources of information reliable and quotable.

However distinguished and intelligent Gudrid herself might be, she

was onlv a woman and a pilgrim, her information to be discounted

and discredited unless confirmed by a higher authority. That higher

authority and that confirmation, Adam of Bremen sought and found

in Denmark by discussion w'ith the most eminent men. He

certainlv adopted a policy which secured for his History the respect

that he aimed to secure—and his policy was, to seek an audience,

first, with the Danish King. Svend Estridson, that Danish King,

was himself deeply interested in all kinds of knowledge, especially

in History, so he received Adam of B.remen well and gave him

introductions to the most reliable authorities in Denmark, from

whom accurate accounts were obtained of the propagation of Chris-

tianity in the Xorth of Europe. And these Adam of Bremen wrote

in his book.

And he did not stoj) there. After he had presented the history

of the propagation of Christianity in Denmark, Sweden, Norway,

Iceland and Greenland, he added an Appendix on the geography of

those lands ; and when he had described Denmark, Sweden, Norway.

Iceland, and Greenland, he added this statement about Ainland :

"Besides, there is another country far out in that Ocean,

which has been frequently visited by the Northmen, and

which they call Vinland because the grapes grow there

wild, producing a very good wine, and grain grows there

unsown."
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iHis account ends with these emphatic words

:

"These facts we have learned not from mythical con-

jecture, but from positive statements of the Danes."

Quoting the very best of the Danish authorities, Adam of Bremen

agreed, thus, with the accounts preserved in the Sagas of Iceland

;

and his History establishes the additional fact that men of the great-

est eminence, kings, archbishops, scholars, as well as navigator's,

were keenly interested and well informed in his day on missions,

colonies, exploration, discoveries, and geography, and that this cen-

tury of Leif Erikson was teeming with such activities. Adam of

Bremen's work has alwa}s been regarded as standard, and numerous

transcriptions were made of it, so it was known throughout Europe

though published before the art of printing with type was discovered.

Columbus, who was widely read on all that pertained to navigation

and geograph)', could not have missed seeing it.

( v^ ) The next link in the chain of evidence that Columbus knew

of Leif Erikson and his discovery of \'inland is the account by

Columbus himself of the voyage he made to Iceland in the winter

of 1477. This was published in the biography of Columbus written

by his ow^i son and published in Genoa in 1521—this son had always

been in close contact with Columbus and had accompanied him on

man_\- of his journeys. Of his father's voyage to Iceland, he sa\"S

:

'Tn 1477 my father made a voyage to Iceland, and in

regard to that voyage he wrote me the following letter

:

'In February, 1477, I made a voyage from Bristol, in Eng-
land^ to Iceland. Iceland is an island about the size of

Great Britain,' etc."

The letter describes correctly the climate, the tides, and other

physical features of Iceland, and then the quotation is ended abrupt-

ly, with "etc.", a most tantalizing "etc." to the historian, for it

covers just what the reader wants most to know, (1) what facts

Columbus had learned that made him want to go to Iceland, and

( 2 ) what facts he learned in Iceland from the records, Sagas, and

learned men there. To make that long, expensive, and uncom-

fortable journey at that time in the year, he must have had a strong

motive. It was not usual for ships to enter the harbor of Iceland

in the winter, for it is icebound, but that Columbus did make that

journey and in that month is corroborated by a record in the annals
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of Iceland, for 1477, tliat in ]'ebruar\ and March tlie liarlxjr was

ice-free, an<i that a ship entered the harbor that winter.

(4) Recent investigation has brought out another imjjcjrtant fact

about Columbus' visit to Iceland, which is. that the IJishoj) of Skal-

holt, Magnus Eiolfson, a bishop famed for his learning, was visiting

the neighboring churches in Iceland when Columbus was there,

and that he conversed with Columbus, in Latin. It is in the record

that Columbus questioned Bishop Magnus "concerning the \\ estcrn

lands." and it can hardly be doubted that he obtained the informa-

tion for which he came. It may have been merely by chance that

Bishop Magnus was in Iceland just at that unusual time, but it is

thought more probable that he had been apprised from Rome
through ecclesiastical channels of Columbus' coming, and thus ])ut

himself in his way.

(5) In 1484, Columbus' theories were submitted to the learned

nKjnks at the Rabida Convent, and his son, who was with him, tells

that the\' questioned him closel\'. When he spoke with the greatest

assurance of the lands in the West, they asked him how he could

be so sure, since he had not \et seen those lands, and he answered

them.

"I base my assurance on three things:

( 1 ) On the nature of things.

( 2 ) On the reports of navigators.

(3) On the authority of learned writers.

Among the "learned writers," Adam of P>remen would stand

high; and the "reports of navigators" would include the Annals and

the Sagas of Iceland.

Too little credit has been given to Columbus for the patient and

exhaustive study that he gave to ascertain the facts and verify in-

formation before he put his well-matured theories to the test, lie

was anything but an audacious gambler staking his Queen's jewels

and his men's lives on a doubtful hazard. His estimate that he

must sail 700 nautical leagues to reach the further shore of the

Atlantic was proved correct, based on the distance to \ inland ; and

the only errors he made in his calculations concerning the size of

the earth and what lands he would reach by sailing West, were

inevitable, given only such data as he had been able to secure. The
existence of the Pacific Ocean as a separate body of water was not

known in his dav.
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That Columbus chose to sail far to the south of \'inland was in

accordance with what he had learned about \ inland and the lands

to the south of it ; and it was wise of him to steer his course to the

south because lands there would be nearer to the Latitude of Spain,

warmer, and in the locality of India, as he supposed. It was not

required of him to tell all he had learned about the northern lands

and about Leif Erikson, particularly because that would have com-

plicated the main question with irrelevant debates concerning lands

in which he was not interested, and which had been abandoned

probably, debates that would have deferred his own voyage in-

definitely. In all of his dealings there seems to have been nothing

to tarnish his honor, but everything to his credit. Like that of Leif

Erikson, his aim seems to have been far higher than that of the ad-

venturer, discoverer, or colonizer, for he foresaw, tradition tells,

that the Xew World would be a Land of Promise, offering hope and

opportunity to the oppressed and the poor of Europe. . . . Did the

fact that Leif Erikson sailed with the Mission of King Olaf serve to

strengthen the trust of Columbus in his own Vision of the Promised

Land ? One likes to think that it did.

Tried by exacting standards, both Leif Erikson and Columbus

were- very great men, and both are worthy to be honored as national

heroes in America. In them, we of the internationally-constituted

nation have a rare opportunity to unite with both Northern and

Southern Europe in homage to their own heroes, who are our heroes

as well. Both are celebrated in October, and it would be fit and

fortunate to celebrate the two together, anything but fit and for-

tunate to disparage either of them through sectional or national bias

or to make invidious comparisons between them. These great Dis-

coverers are Bridges across the Atlantic, both now celebrated in

Europe by the nations whence they came to us, most fitlv to be

celebrated on this Continent to which they opened the wav, thus

becoming a bond of union for the Future between the East of the

Atlantic and the West of the Atlantic, between the North and the

South, a bond of union that might prove stronger than treaties to

bring Good Will.



THE DENIL'S DEATH
BY MAXIMILIAN' RUDWIX

IT has been reported from various places at various periods that

the Devil is dead.' Scotland, among other European countries,

claims to possess his tomb. A Scotch song says: "The Devil is

dead and buried at Kirkcaldy." Beelzebub is believed to be buried

in Brittany. When slain by St. ^Michael, according to an old tradi-

tion among the fisher-folk of the Breton coast, he was buried by

the Archangel under the mountain which faces ]\Iont St. Michel,

and which is, therefore, called Tombelaine

—

"Tiimba Beleni, the

tomb of Belenus, Belus, Bel, Belial, Beelzebub" (X'ictor Hugo:

Quatre-vingt-trcize, HI. ii. 1 j- The demon Saracen must have died

at a certain period in the past, for in the novel, Tristan le Roiix

(1850), by Dumas fils, he is evoked from the dead. Bvit his resur-

rection is not of long duration. In the end, his human ally once

more inflicts upon him such death as he must suffer, and he is again

buried at Poitiers, the site of his original tomb.

Jean-Pierre Beranger, the popular French song-writer, in his

satirical poem, "la IMort du Diable" (1828), gives a new and novel

turn to the old legend of the death of the Devil. He is not concerned

with the demise of the high and mighty personage, but with the

efifect it had on the conduct of the Catholic clerg\'. This song is a

satirical attack upon Satan's supposed successors among the monks.

^ The Devil's death forms the subject of the story, "The Devil and the Old
Man" (1905), by John Masefield, reprinted in the present writer's anthology
of Dcz'il Stories (1921). Arthur Landsbcrger also used this idea as the sub-

ject of his novel entitled IVic Sata)i starb (Miinchen, 1919).

2 Maupassant, in his story "la Legende du Mont St. Michel" (1888), has
given an interesting version of the legend of the combat between the Archangel
and the Archenemy, which occurred, according to a local tradition, on the

famous mountain situated on the Norman coast. This story, accompanied by a

critical essay, will be found in the present writer's collection of Deznl Stories

already mentioned.
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Beranger was alwa}s poking fun at the priests. Even the Pontifif

in the Vatican was not spared by his bold and boisterous satire.

In Voltairean fashion, Beranger laughed Old Mother Church to

scorn. This poem figured prominently among the pieces selected as

a basis for Beranger's indictment. It was denounced by the priests

as irreligious and blasphemous, and its author was declared an enemy

to religion. The archbishop of Paris and the other bishops hurled

their anathemas in pastoral letters against the poet of "la Mort du

Diable."

The song describes the commotion and consternation caused

among the Catholic clergy by the rumor of the Devil's death. The

priests wail when the news of the Devil's demise reaches them.

The reason for their dismay over the death of the Devil is not that

they loved Lucifer so well. What worries these good men is the

fact that they have thus lost their means of a livelihood. The Devil

being dead, what man will now pay them to be delivered from his

clutches? But Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the Order of the

Jesuits, bids them to stop their wailing. He himself intends to suc-

ceed to the power of the prince of this world; and in order to be

delivered from him, men will now pray and pay more than ever

before. It is not easy to render in English the delicious humor and

irony which this poem contains. We shall give it nevertheless in its

first English translation for the benefit of the reader to whom it is

"^ot easy of access in the original :^

I sing today a lay of la}'S,

A glorious miracle you'll see,

Give the great saint Ignatius praise,

Of little saints the glory he.

A dirty trick—if saints can trick,

And if the truth may all be said.

Has done the business for Old Nick,

The Devil's dead—the Devil's dead! •

Old Xick went out one day to dine.

And pledg'd the saint to drink his health,

Aye, said the saint—and in the wine
Some holy poison dropp'd by stealth

;

Gripes seiz'd the Devil—cruel-sick

—

He swears—he storms—and hangs his head,

Then bursts, as bursts a heretic

—

The Devil's dead—the Devil's dead

!

3 This translation appeared in the Westminster Rcviciv, X (1829), 210-13.
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"Alas ! He's dead—the friars said,

—

The Devil an Agnus shall we sell

;

Alas ! the canons cried—he's dead

—

Not one Oremus shall we tell.

The conclave is in deep despair,

Power and the iron chest are fled,

we have lost our Father dear,

The Devil's dead—the Devil's dead!

Love is not half so strong as fear,

For fear was constant with her gifts.

Intolerance is fading here,

\\'ho now her blazing torch uplifts?

If man from us should once be free.

What light may beam upon his head

;

God greater than the Pope shall be

—

The Devil's dead—the Devil's dead

!

Ignatius came—"Let me but take

His place—his right—and see ; in brief

—

He has made men for ages quake.

I'll make kings tremble like a leaf!

With plagues, thefts, massacres, I'll ban

Both north and south—where'er I tread;

Leave ruins both for God and man

—

The Devil's dead—the Devil's dead
!"

"Come, blessed one." they uttered, "come.

We hallow thy most saintly gall"

—

And now his Order—sent from Rome

—

^ O'ershadows, darkens, curses all.

1 heard a choir of angels tell

Their sympathies for man, they said,

"Ignatius is the heir of hell.

The Devil's dead—the Devil's dead!"
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The reader who is perhaps incHned to be overjoyed at the report

of the Devil's death should recall that Satan has a successor who is

fullv capable of carrying on the government of Gehenna after his

death. In the words of a famous quatrain :

"The Devil is dead. He died serene.

Though somewhat oppressed by cares

;

But his wife, my friends, is a woman of mind

—

She looks after her lord's affairs.

"

Moreover, the Devil's death would be the greatest of calamities

for humanit)-. It would mean the end of all virtue, the extinction

of the human race, and even the end of the world. First of all.

virtue could not exist at all without vice to offset it. It is, moreover,

doubtful whether men would still practise virtue if the Devil were

gone. Even lacking temptation would they continue to be good

without the pitchfork? No progress can be conceived without the

Prince of this world. Conflict is the father of all things. It has

been said that man must know the spirit of discontent if he is to

advance. ^Moreover, with the passing of the Devil, life would simply

disappear from the face of the earth. The history of the world

has shown that the supposedly opposed realms of human activity

jjersonified in the Almighty and his Adversary are equally essential

and eternal. Evil, no less than (iood. is an indispensably necessary

element in the economy of the cosmic system.

Anatole France states over and over again in his works that

"Evil is the necessar\' counterpart of Good, as darkness is of light,"

and that the Devil, in whom Evil has been incorporated, is conse-

quently immortal.

"Yes [this latterday diabolist affirms]. Evil is immortal.

Satan, the genius, in whom the old theology incarnates it,

will survive the last man and remain alone, seated with

folded wings, upon the ruin of extinct worlds" (la J^ie lit-

teraire: "la \'ertu en France," 1887).^

* Quotations in this essay are taken from the uniform English translation

of the works of Anatole France published by John Lane, London and New York,

1902ff.
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"Evil is necessary [he says elsewhere}. If it did not

exist, neither would good. Evil is the sole potential of

good. . . .

"It is thanks to Evil and sorrow that the earth is hab-
itable and that life is worth living. We should not there-

fore be hard on the Devil. I le is a great artist and a great

sarant: he has created at least one-half of the world. .\nd
his half is so cunningly embedded in the other that it is

impos.sible to interfere with the first without at the same
time doing a like injury to the second. Each vice you de-

stroy has a corresponding virtue, which perishes along with
it.

"I enjoyed the pleasure of seeing, one da\-, at a country

fair, the life of St. Anthony the Great represented by mari-

onettes. . . . Oh. how vividly it brings before us the two
things working together to one end.—Ciod's grace and the

Devil's!

"St. Anthony is a great saint onl\- because he success-

fully resisted the Oueen of Sheba. Well, is it not obvious

then that in sending the beauteous lad}', . . . the Devil in-

(lispensabl\- performed an act which was indispensably

necessary to constitute his Saintship ?

"Thus the marionettes confirmed me in my belief that

Evil is an indispensable pre-condition of Good, and the

Devil is a necessity for the moral beauty of the universe"

(le Jardin d'Epicure, 1895).

"Evil is necessary [this author rei)eats himself]. It

has like Good its source in human nature, and the one can-

not be destroved without the other" {M. Berqeret a Paris,

1901).

5

In his autobiographical work, le Litre de man ami (1905),

Anatole France tells us that one day he took his baby-girl Suzanne

to a Punch and Judy show, the culminating point of which was the

death of the Devil." This ending delighted the common cnnvd,

which applauded the heroic act of I'unch, but it saddened our jihil-

osopher. who thought that it was a great pity that the De\il had been

•'"' The late James Hunckcr shows himself a pupil of the great French
diabohst by his long encomium of the Prince of the Pit, which begins with the

following : "The Devil is the mainspring of our moral system. Mcick him
and you mock God, who created him. Without him the world would be all

light without shadow. . .
." (Bedouins, 1920).

''The Punch and Judy show invariably ends with the death of the Devil.

Paiiie Collier, in his book. Punch and Judy (5th ed., London, 1870. p. 66),

mentions a marionette-player who had religious scruples about making Punch
kill the Devil, but the audience were so attached to the canonical ending that

they hooted and mishandled him. On the origin of this traditional ending of a

Punch and Judy show, see F. M. Cornford: The Ori(/iii of the Attic Comedy
(London, 1914), p. 146.
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killed. Paying no attention to Suzanne sitting by his side, he went

on musing!

"The Devil being dead, good-bye to sin ! Perhaps
Beauty, the Devil's ally, would have to go also. Perhaps
we should never more behold the flowers that enchant us

;

and the eyes for the love of which we would lay down our
lives. What, if that is so, what in the world would become
of us? Should we still be able to practise virtue? I doubt
it. Punch did not sufficiently bear in mind that Evil is the

necessary counterpart of Good, as darkness is of light, that

virtue consists wholly of effort, and that if the Devil is no
longer to fight against, the Saints will remain as much out

of work as the Sinners. Life will be mortally dull. I tell

you that when he killed the Devil, Punch committed an act

of grave imprudence.
"W^ell, Pulchinello came on and made his bow, the cur-

tain fell, and all the little boys and girls went home ; but

still I sat on deep in meditation. Mam'zelle Suzanne, per-

ceiving my thoughtful mien, concluded that I was in trou-

ble. . . . \ ery gently and tenderly she takes hold of my hand
and asks me why I am unhappy. I confess that I am sorry

that Punch has killed the Devil. Then she throws her little

arms round my neck, and putting her lips to my ears, she

whispers

:

"T tell you somefin : Punch, he killed the nigger, but

he has not killed him for good.'
"



ri-:li(;i().\" and tiii-: i-i"'1'1'ki-: oi-- jxdia
DAL I IT SI.\(;il SADHAKIA

IXDIA. in contrast with the other nations oi the modern world, i-

notoriousK' a rchgious coimtry. given over to the discussion of

unprofitable theological speculations and devoted to the useless ])ur-

suits of the things of the spirit. All ])rogressi\e nations have freed

themselves from the world of niedie\alism and religion and direct

their concentrated forces to the practical problems of human welfare

and well-being. Europe and America have secularized their ])olitical,

social, educational, and industrial institutions, and ha\e compelled

religion to keep itself aloof from politics and secular interest>. In

conteniporar\- western societ\- the love of country has supplanted

zeal for the supernatural, and material prosperit}- has become far

more important than future sahation. Soviet Russia has dashed

Christianit\- to the ground and has made hecatomb? of heavenly

and earthlv czars. The whole system of Russian government and

society has been constructed on the principles of Marx, Lenin, and

other proponents of the theory of communism and the Christian

Bible has been replaced by Das Kapitol as a source book of human

conduct, >ocial and sexual relations, and proletarian morality. China,

after a painful humiliation and a grievous loss of national sov-

ereignty, has awakened to world realities and has decided to shed

her age-long letharg\ , unchanging modes of life, contentment with

her hoary past, and ancient traditions. She has full\ realized that

the future lies with scientific civilization which she must adopt in

order to shine forth in redoul)le(l radiance as the wonder and envy

of mankind. An educational system based on the secular model

has been introduced in the schools and colleges of the Celestial

republic and the foreign controlled educational institutions have

been obliged to conf(jrm to governmental regulations. Xo longer the
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young Chinese rocks his head on Taoist magical formulas and stulti-

fies his mental and physical energies in qualifying himself to answer

such silly questions as "how the moonlight sleeps on the lake," but

studies useful subjects as science and economics, and learns the

doctrines of Sun and international politics. And Turkev bv a de-

liberate exercise of the will and an extraordinary effort, and a na-

tional resolve and rapidity for which there is no parallel or analogy

has transformed herself from a medieval and theocratic state into

a modern and progressive nation.

But India, in spite of catastrophic and revolutionar\' changes

that have taken place all over the world, remains quite unaffected

and the least willing to learn or follow the example of other nations.

Religion is still her warp and woof and dictates to politics, law. and

economics. God is the pivot around whom her whole being revolves

like satellites and absorbs all her best thot and sublime aspira-

tion. Those so-called revealed scriptures still furnish her with a

philosophy of life and a rule of conduct, and determine her attitude

towards the problems of twentieth century ethics and politics. In-

dia is hopelessly a religion ridden country more sorely and onerously

than was Europe under the cruel domination of Christianity in the

^liddle Ages. She is cramped in on every side b\- religion. The

condition of her life is such that she shall be an instrument of and

shall exist for the sake of a mythical divine personality. Her whole

life is sacrificed for the observance of degrading religious ceremonies

and dedicated to the service of God or gods. Religion encircles

her like the coil of a snake and weighs upon her feeble body and

mind with a ph\sical pressure.

The future of India is bound up with religion ; it will be the most

important factor in the evolution of Indian politics and in the de-

velopment of Indian public opinion. Indian nationalism of which

the world has heard so much of late is simpl\- a religious fanaticism.

But before we enter upon the discussion of the relation of religion

with the present day Indian problems and make any forecasts about

the future of India, we may cast a cursory glance over her past

history, and visualize clearly the influence which religious beliefs

have exercised on her history and civilization. The present day

India can only be understood in the light of her past.

The religious development of India may be divided into the fol-
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lowing periods. First, X'edism, or the earliest religious beliefs of

the Indo-Aryans ; second, Brahmanism. or the faith inculcated and

taught in the b(X)ks called IJrahmanas, L'panishads, law books of

Manu. and numerous other works; third, the rise of lUiddhism as

a reaction against the sacrificial monstrosity of the priests and

against the perversion of \ edic religion; and last Hinduism, or

mutilation of X'edism and Brahmanism adulterated with Dravidian

fetishism and superstition. It is now the prevalent religion of In-

dia.

The primitive Indo-Ar\ans who invaded India in the period

about 4,000 to 1,000 B. C. were a hardy and warlike race. From

the very beginning of their entry in the Punjab they found them-

selves arrayed against the aborigines and waged relentless wars

against them. The Rig Veda hymns describe in beautiful language

the bloody conflicts between the fair-skinned Aryans and the dark-

skinned aborigines and relate the details of warfare in those far-ofif

days. The bands of attacking Aryans marched with their leaders

carrying banners. The soldiers on the march sang and shouted

both of the victories of their generals and of their war gods. The

leaders rode on war chariots while the soldiers followed them on foot

in bands. The fighting weapons used by both sides were bows, ar-

rows, and darts. The Aryans by their superior power, military

spirit, disciplined leadership, valor, and bravery finally overwhelmed

their enemies and reduced them to submission. They invaded the

large part of the country and drove the aborigines to the hills. They

exterminated several original tribes and burned down their villages.

The \ edic Aryans lived and died in war and their religion sanctioned

and glorified war. With them war was a passion and a profession.

Their whole being was saturated in war traditions and was rooted

in courage and military virtues.

The religion of the Vedic Aryans was comparatively simple ; it

was emphatically a natural religion. The elemental forces of nature

served as objects of veneration symbolized in a visible phenomena.

The early Indo-Aryans were a people gifted with high mental ca-

pacities and strong moral feelings. They were endowed with mar-

vellous powers of appreciating the beauties of nature and with a

profound consciousness of their kinship with the visible and in-

visible forces which regulated the order of the world. Their ma-

terial welfare depended on the influences of the sky, atmosphere,
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light, and sun. and to these they turned with deep respect and

admiration. Thus Agni was the fire-god, the friend and benefactor

of men; Surya the sun-god, the enemy of darkness and bringer of

Hght; Indra the god of rain, the fertihzer of agricultural soil; Rudra

the god of the destructive thunderstorm, punisher of the evildoers,

but a defender of the virtuous; Soma the god of inebriating juice,

destroyer of every form of disease, imparter of bodily strength, and

a bestower of health and so on.

The Vedic Aryans addressed their prayers to the gods to extort

from them the good things of life: rain, food, cattle, health, wealth,

and other boons. They did not invoke the aid of their deities as

representatives of a superior being before whom they should bow

in sheer awe and repent their sins. The savage idea of sin. fear of

a transgression of the law of any heavenly being, and atonement for

misconduct never entered into their sublime optimistic nature and

never barbarized their philosophic intellect. They looked upon the

gods as their comrades and servants who assisted them in their cam-

paigns against their adversaries and showered upon them material

prosperity. Their gods feasted with them and shared their joys

and difficulties. They were a people thoroughly conscious of their

intellectual and physical powers and refused to submit to the claims

of any arrogant deity. Their religion was characterized by a pas-

sionate love of liberty, utility, materialistic advance, and a Xietzchean

sense of power. They were the first people who recognized that

man is essentially a material being with ethical and moral wants and

that his moral life can only blossom and come to fruitage under

favorable economic conditions. They were utilitarians, materialists,

and self-assertives before Mill, Dewey, Marx, Feurbach, and

Xietzche. They justly called themselves Aryas.

The form of Indo-Aryan worship was also a natural process.

To their personified forces of nature they gave characters like their

own. They attributed to them human likings, tastes, and predilec-

tions, and invested them with human qualities. They propitiated

them by praise, accompanying their hymns with such presents and

offerings of food and drink as was deemed acceptable among them-

selves. Rice, clarified butter, and the Soma plant formed their

offerings. They had no temples and images ; sacrifices were per-

formed in the open air and were not fettered with meaningless rites
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and cumbered with demoralizing ceremonies. There were no pre-

cincts jjermanently devoted to worship and no idols before whom
they bowed in abject serviHty. The ^ods were so closelv connected

with natural jjlienomena that no need oi any in\isible i)ower was

felt. Each man satisfied his moral instincts, accordinj^ to his own
conception of the deva or devas on whose favor his prosperity was

thot to depend.

Brahmanism was the second sta^e in the development of religious

thot in India. It grew out of \'edism but it drifted far from the

original and simple teaching of the \'edas and the primitive mode of

worship. In place of \'edic gods of natural phenomena, Brah-

manical mythology set up one universal supreme being, the only

real entity, from whom all things emanate, like drops from an ocean,

like sparks from tire. The natural process of devotion by an intricate

ritual and monstrous sacrificial ceremonies. The democratic \ edic

organization of society was supplanted bv an aristocratic svstem of

societ}' based on caste distinctions. The great Indian law-giver,

Manu, formulated the caste s\steni and split Indian society- into four

rigidly defined divisions. First were the Brahmans, second the

Shatris or the warriors, third the \'aishas or the farmers and

traders, and fourth the Sudras or the conquered aborigines. On
each caste w'as fixed a definite life-programme and to each was

assigned a special mission or avocation in life. The Brahmans were

were charged with the duty of performing sacrifices for themselves

and for others, and of ministering to the spiritual needs of mankind.

The Shatris were to cultivate heroic and military virtues in order

to defend and protect the other classes from marauders and in-

vaders ; the Vaishas were to follow agricultural and industrial i)ur-

suits to feed the people ; and the Sudras were condemned to engage

in menial and servile avocations and to serve the three upper classes.

These distinctions were fixed immovably. In the place of natural

plasticity and fiuidity of a social organism were substituted in-

flexible and ineluctable moulds which could not be broken. Mar-

riage, social and family relations, industries, vocations, military

service, rights of property, laws of inheritance, every interest of

human life was regulated by caste rules.

lirahmanism evolved beliefs and elaborated philosophical doc-

trines which were wholly unknown to the \ edas. The doctrine of

Karma and spiritual salvation were quite foreign to the \'edic sages
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and exercised a very pernicious influence on the minds of the Indian

people. The former held that man is not the author of his actions

;

but all his actions come from the force and from the necessary

concatenation of things. An irresistible fate, good or evil, causes

some to be born for good, others for evil. All men are born under

the empire of one or the other of these two destinies. The latter

despised earthly life and bred a sheer contempt for what savored of

flesh. It replaced the worldliness of Vedic Aryans by the other-

worldliness, and the love of nature with its grandest operations, by

the love of an unknown deity.

As a protest against Brahmanical religious tyranny and cor-

ruption Buddhism arose during the fifth century B. C. The great

leader and instigator of the Buddhist reaction was Gautama of the

Sakya tribe, wdiose father was the king of the territory round

Kapilvastu—a town situated under the mountains of Xepaul about

one hundred and fifty miles north of Patna. The Buddha was well

qualified by his intellectual attainments and majesty of character to

stem the tide of degradation in religion and to restore the simple

teaching of his forefathers to its original and pristine purity. Brought

up in leisure and royal comforts, endowed b}- nature with graceful

feattires and sound intellect, gifted with a remarkable power of

speech and expression, and well versed in all the philosophical

theories of his time the young reformer inaugurated the greatest

intellectual and social revolution the world has ever seen or known.

With the voice of a prophet Gautama rejected ceremonies, sacri-

fices, incantations, and the worship of any God or gods as a means

to salvation and repudiated the authority of the priest and the in-

fallibility of any revealed scripture.

Salvation u-as to be attained by right meditation, right belief,

right action, right knowledge, and not by the mortification of flesh

and divine grace. Xo traditions, no sacred writings, and no com-

mandments of any supermundane personality were to be respected

or accepted unless they satisfied the requirements of human reason

and experience. The young Shatri with his indomitable courage

repulsed with all the force at his command the old order of ethics

which attributed the principles of morality to divine will and curbed

the human will by the ordinances of God. The morality of the sky,

it was argued, is subversive of all human freedom and an evident

obstacle in the moral progress of man. Morality should obtain its
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sanctions in human relations, in the complex growth of human needs

and aspirations, and not in the injunctions of a m\thical divine jjer-

sonality. Man is essentially a moral being and the roots of nKJrality

are laid deep down in the lowest forms of organic life.

The Ikiddha in his social teaching was equally a most un-

compromising reformer and dissenter. He denounced the claim of

the innate superiority of the Brahman or Shatri over the Sudra and

protested against the artificial barriers erected against the Unver

classes. He proclaimed the equality of the Sudra with the lirahman

and eliminated social rigidity and caste discipline. The doors which

the Brahmans had slammed against the Sudras were broken down

with a crash, the like of which we have not heard in priest-ridden

India up to the present day. "Jarmaua jaete Sudra. karmana jaete

di>.'ija" : that is "by birth every one is a Sudra, it is by action that

one becomes a Brahman," became once more a practical reality.

"My Dharma is a Dharma of mercy for all," said liuddha, "proclaim

it to all men ; it is as vast as the spaces of heaven which excludes

none." All were welcomed into Buddhist brotherhood without an\'

distinction of race or color and were ]^ut on a uniform sxstem of

morality and equality. Purity of mind, nobility of character, knowl-

edge and goodness were set up as the criteria of man's worth, and

not race or religion. Those who lead moral lives, render useful serv-

ice to society, help their fellowmen in times of distress and emerg-

ency, and cultivate learning for the welfare of mankind should be

honored and exalted no matter from what race, caste, creed they may

hail. Those who lead dissolute lives, fall into evil temptation, and

wallow in the mire of sensuality should be pitied and efforts should

be made to extricate them from their moral degradation.

h'or over a thousand years Buddhism guided and controlled the

life and thot of the Indian people and affected tremendous changes

in the structure of Indian society and polity. The old iniquities in

society and incrustations in religion were swept away and a new

social svstem based on the doctrines of equality, liberty, and fra-

ternity was reared and a positive religion founded on secular ethics

and rational inquiry was established. The attention of the Indian

people was diverted from metaphysical hairsplitting, from that so-

called nonsense I>rahmvidya, and was concentrated on the practical

problems of human well-being and the advancement of the kingdom
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of man.

Buddhism prepared the way for and furnished the material to

India's greatest Emperor and Son Chandra Gupta to construct his

poHtical edifice on a firm and sohd structure and to make India a

nation. It was under his glorious reign that the successor of Alex-

ander the Great, Seleucus Xicator, was driven out of the Punjab and

was forced to conclude a humiliating treaty. Nicator was obliged

to give the hand of his daughter in marriage to the Indian ruler,

was compelled to evacuate Indian territory, and was made to sign

all the articles of the Treaty. Chandra Gvipta brought the whole of

India under his political control and reduced all the incoherent

mass of Indian populations, warring factions, petty chiefs, and tribal

organizations to one regular and compact political entity. For the

first time in Indian history he subjected India to a uniform system

of law and government and organized his governmental system on

the principles of the great Indian political philosopher and his prime

minister the celebrated Kautilya, the author of Artha Shastra. The

government of the country was divided into separate departments,

such as foreign aflr'airs, army and navy, trade and commerce, agri-

culture and husbandry, currency and finance, and the function of

each w^as intrusted in the hands of a competent minister. The em-

peror regarded himself as the servant of the state and a father of

his people. He did not arrogate to himself the divine right of kings,

like the European despots of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

and did not claim to possess an absolute authority over his subjects.

He was a constitutional monarch and his rule was based on the

patriarchal ideals of government.

Chandra Gupta was followed by his grandson, Maharaj Asoka,

one of the greatest and noblest sovereigns of all Indian history. He
made Buddhism the state religion of India and exerted zealous

efforts to put the teaching of the Prince-Philosopher into actual

practice. He planted fruit trees, dug wells, established hospitals for

both men and animals, founded charities for the poor and the need}'

and did his best to banish evil and poverty from his country. He
looked upon his subjects as his children and worked with almost a

fanatical zeal to ameliorate their social and moral conditions. He
certainly succeeded in his sacred mission and left an imperishable

record of his achievements. The thing which struck the great

Chinese scholar, Hien Tsan, when he visited India was the complete
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absence of ]Mostituti()n, gambling, intoxicating licjuors, crime, iheft.

murder, and other social evils, among the Indian peojjle. As(jka

made his country a social ])aradise and raised it to the height of

humanistic civilization.

Ikit it is a i)rophet of righteousness and internationalism that

the great Indian Emperor has earned an undying glor\ and has be-

come an immortal of history, lie desjiatched missionaries to all

parts of the world to communicate the message of spiritual deli\er-

ance and intellectual enlightenment discovered by the Uuddha under

the r>o Tree to all the races of mankind. He did not send mission-

aries to fetter mankind with dogmas, ex cathedra of morals, re-

ligious superstitions, but to preach the "Law of Piety"—mercy,

truthfulness, goodness, justice, human brotherhood, tolerance, and

the like. He did not make religion a pretext for robbing other peo-

ple of their territory, of depriving them of their place in the sun,

and of despoiling them of their riches and privileges. He did not

regard the world beyond India as a legitimate field of exploitation

and political domination. He aimed at founding a world wide,

ideal, human society, in which justice and good will should be real-

ized and all world communities should be brought together in a

S])irit of harmony and love, on a moral basis. His goal was nothmg

less than the creation of a new world.

h'or over a thousand years Buddhism existed as a dominant

faith of the Indian [)eo])le. I!ut, after all, it could not in the end

escape the usual fate of deterioration and decline written on every

human institution. Its powerful influence began to wane with the

lapse of years and the impulse which it had received from the mag-

netic personality of its great Founder grew fainter. There was no

leader to vivify its primitive zeal and no one to step in the place of

the Buddha. The later Buddhist teachers such as Xagsena, Budd-

hgosha, and others, lost their touch with the common people and

gave themselves up to metaphysical wranglings. The old forces

which were smouldering beneath the surface of Indian society raised

their heads and challenged its right to exist. They had not become

extinct, but had simply retreated before its mighty tide. The old

inveterate propensities gradually reasserted their sway over men's

minds. Sacredotalism, priestcraft, and every form of superstition

were too firmly planted on the Indian soil to be completely uprooted.

The ponderous and mischievous longing of the Indian heart for
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the unseen and its shameful mystical leanings were too powerful to

be wholly eradicated. The positive rationalism of Buddhism, its

philosophical conception of human salvation and destiny were too

abstruse for ordinary people to understand, and its cold blooded

postulates were too barren to satisfy their abnormal religious in-

stincts. It finally met with a cruel fate in India and succumbed

before the onrushing tide of Brahmanical revival.

After the expulsion of Buddhism two doctrines came to the fore

which led India straightforward to ruin and to the destruction of

her liberties. The first was the crazy cult of Bhagti analogous to

the Christian doctrine of the kingdom of God, that did more than

anything else to make India a prey to foreign invasions and con-

tributed most to her downfall. It caused the Indians, as the teaching

of "Lay your treasures in heaven" caused the worldly Romans, to

forsake this world for the next and to sacrifice earthly existence for

the false promise of celestial felicity. The thirst for eternity in-

duced the Indians to tear them away from their famih- aftections

and domestic ties, and to dedicate themselves to the search of God.

In their erotic passion for immateriality they renounced all the good

things of earthly life and withdrew themselves to the jungles. There

they imposed upon themselves voluntary vows of poverty and

beastly existence, practiced severe penances and fastings, inflicted

indescribable cruelties and horrors on their mortal bodies, mortified

their flesh, and reduced themselves to mere skeletons.

They held their arm upright for years, until the tissues withered

and it became impossible ever again to bring the arm down to a

normal position. They took long journeys walking on sharp spikes;

sat for years by day and slept by night on a bed of thorns. ]\Iany

rolled hundreds of miles in sun and storm, thru dust and mud ; while

others hung for half an hour at a time by the feet, head down, over

a smouldering fire, or sat surrounded by five fires, thru the blistering

heat of an Indian summerday. Numerous Indians loaded their

bodies, and still do, with a heavy chain of iron fastened into the

muscles at their back. The savage craving for the ultimate and the

universal drove the Indians to mutilate and murder themselves and

to destroy themselves from the face of the earth. While the Indians

in their accjuisition of the infinite were assassinating themselves their

country was overrun by the foreign devastators and was put to fire

and the sword. There is nothing which has degraded India po-
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litically, economically, socially, and morally as God. It has been

the bane of Indian life and is responsible for all her past woes.

"The idea of God" says Marx, "is the keystone of a perverted

civilization," and the truth of the statement is completely borne out

by India's corruption and degeneration.

The doctrine of ahimsa or non-killing, preached and inculcated

by the founder of Jainism, Mahavira. derided the military virtues

and utterly undermined the fighting spirit of the Indian people. His

followers have been and are the curse of India and it is they who
preserve the lower forms of animal life such as rats and precipitate

infectious diseases and bubonic plagues upon the country ever\

year. Tho born a Shatri this mischievous degenerate taught the

most degraded form of effiminac}- and i)()pularized a cult of decad-

ence and national annihilation. He entirel\- dehumanized the Indians

and reduced them to a sodden inertia and ciuiescence. The hy-

pothesis of a state of perpetual peace in the human race and merc\"

with every sentient existence was the hypothesis of absolute im-

mobility and sheer debility. The \ edic hymns, the ethics of the Gita,

the doctrines of the sages of Maha-Bharata and Ramayana all had

taught and glorified war and had regarded it as the mother of all

heroic virtues and manly civilization. V>u\. this prophet of non-killing

and peace discarded primitive Aryan traditions of courage, love of

war, and devotion to the cultivation of heroic virtues and erected on

their place his own cult of feebleness, meekness, and mercy. He
bears the same relation to India as Christ does to Rome. Just as the

Romans were enervated and ruined by the demoralizing teaching of

the sermon on the mount and turning the other cheek so the Indians

were crippled and paralysed by the degrading cult of ahimsa and

non-injury.

Thus the damnable prescriptions of bhagti and ahimsa brought

down India from a high pedestal and a position of eminence to that

of subjection and helotage, and exposed her to the incursions of

barbarian freebooters. Her primitive buoyanc}' of heroic action

and the principles of her Shatri morality were eclipsed, and her

positive and martial virtues were entirely annihilated. She gave up,

as her lover Nietzsche would say, her master morality and adopted

in its place slavish morality. In her active life she followed the

ethics of the Christian gospel rather than that of the Gita while

Europe guided her affairs by the political philosophy of Manu and
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the war teachings of ]\Iahabharata sages. And for this criminaHty

she has paid and is still pa}ing the price. Her history after the

forsaking of her traditions is a record of wars and rebellions,

crimes and catastrophes, bloodshed and murder, and of economic

spoliation and political slavery. The wild tribes who poured from

the north into her territor}' carried fire and sword wherever they

went. She became to them what carrion crow is to the vulture.

They razed to the ground blooming cities, magnificient and gorgeous

buildings, desecrated beautiful temples, and trampled under their

mailed feet all the works of art and the refinements of civilization.

The white plunderers who came from the west swept India like a

flight of devouring locust and enacted bloody scenes on her sacred

soil. The Portuguese, the Dutch, the French, and the English fought

sanguinar}' battles for supremacy and converted her into a veritable

pandemonium of bloodshed and misery. She finally passed, and

deserved to pass, under the cruel yoke of the British and is now
reeling under imperialistic domination. She wrote her own death

sentence when she adopted the saint as her ideal man in place of the

soldier and made that so-called damnation Brahmvidya (literally the

knowledge or search of God ) the alpha and omega of her life instead

of Raj Xiti or the science of government and organization.

If religion is responsible, as we have seen, for the destruction

of India's civilization and national freedom, it is at present the sole

bar to Indian unity and progress. It is the canker at the root poison-

ing and stunting the healthy growth of Indian society and patriotism.

It divides family from family, class from class, and community

from communit}'. and keeps alive communal jealousies, racial an-

tipathies, and caste distinctions. It stratifies Indian society into

water-tight compartments and demarcates the Indian peoples into

innumerable divisions and gradations. All sorts of religious bar-

barisms are running riot in unhappy India and there is no supersti-

tion invented by human imagination, ignorance, psychological illu-

sion, or weakness that does not claim its votaries among Indian

populations. The followers of each religion have their own peculiar

observances, their own rules as to food and clothing, their own clubs,

their own theorv of life, and their owm special occupations. Any
intermingling of the members of dift'erent religions by intermar-

riage or even by intimate social intercourse, is out of the question,

and is absolutely prohibited. In western lands meals, eating, drink-
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ing, and numerous other amenities of social life serve to promote

mutual sympathy, friendly feeling, genuine liking among different

la\ers of social organism and tend to draw all the members of so-

ciety' into a harmonious and workable blending and fusion, and co-

operative goodwill. In India it is a horror for a Brahman to sit at

the same table with his Mohammedan countryman and to participate

in his social functions. He looks upon him as a disgusting animal,

a food-eating barbarian and brands him with the stigma of melesha,

a savage. A Sikh nobleman will never accept the hospitality of his

Christian countryman and will not even suffer to take a glass of

water from his hands tho he may be dying of thirst. Religion en-

closes the Indians as if in a magic circle outside of which they dare

not step and checks the growth of society on democratic principles.

India, as she is at present, is a continent rather than a country

—

a congeries of nation races, and not a nation. She is a vast interna-

tional sxstem, embracing nationalities, languages, and religions. All

the elements of nationality such as common historical traditions, uni-

versal languages, common ideas, and above all, the spirit of patriot-

ism are conspicuously absent. There is practically no patriotic

feeling among the vast majority of the Indian people and no na-

tionalistic fervor. An average Indian is devoted more to his fan-

tastic superstitions than to his country. To the Hindu his god

Vishnu, to the Mohammedan his Allah, to the Sikh his W'ahguru, to

the Parsi his Ahurmazda are far more important than India and

its interests. A Hindu will forego all material comforts, will sacri-

fice his means, and will even depart with his life for the sake of

his cow reJigion, and will stand before his idols in a temple in abject

servility from morning till night. A Mohammedan will give away

all his scanty money, tho he and his family may be dying of starva-

tion, to the cause of Islam and will gladly suffer death o\er a re-

ligious trifle. But ask any average Hindu or Mohammedan to do

something for the country which has given him birth and he will

turn a deaf ear to your request, lie will not contribute anxthing for

a national cause and will not i)ay any attention to the appeal of na-

tionalist orators. The words patriotism and national sovereignt\- are

meaningless terms to him and do not strike any resi)onsive chord in

his breast. The western man regrets that he has only one life to give

to his country; the Indian regrets that he has only one life to sacri-

fice for his religion. Patriotism does not exist in India and will not
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take root until religious emotion is excised out of its moral con-

stitution.

It is not only the ignorant and superstitious masses who are

swayed by their theological outlook and lack any enthusiasm for a

patriotic cause; the educated classes are equally destitute of the spirit

of patriotism and are guilty of subordinating the interests of na-

tionhood and the country to their individual and group interests.

They never transcend the boundaries of race and religion, and are

committed to the advancement of interests of their particular pro-

vince and community, but never of India as a whole. That so-called

Mahatma Gandhi has frankly told that he is Hindu first and Indian

afterwards and that cow is to him more dear than India. He openly

proclaims that he will not accept Russian aid, if it were offered, to

free India, not because the Russians are insincere and selfish, but

because they are atheists and hostile to religion. Gandhi loves more
his God and future salvation and is infinitely more selfish than a

servile Indian in the employment of foreign administration. The
Moslem Ali brothers have declared more than once that thev are

Islamists first and Indians by necessity and that they owe allegiance

to the country of their faith, Arabia, and not to India. They want

to establish a Moslem raj, and not an Indian raj, based on the

Koranic conception of law and government and controlled in the

interests of their co-religionists. The English educated Sikhs are

equally sectarian and clamor for separate communal representation.

The founder of their nationality intended them to be patriots from

the first to the last and to lay down at the altar of the ^lotherland

what they hold most dear in life. But they have ignored Lord Govind

Singh's commands and have practically degenerated to the level of

other Indian communities in patriotism. There are Hindu and

Aloslem patriots, Sikh and Parsi patriots, but no Indian patriots.

There is not a single Indian leader, with the sole exception of

Jawahar Lall Nehru, who can be called a sincere patriot.

At present Hindus and the Mohammedans are engaged in a

suicidal struggle and a relentless warfare. In the last four or

five years there have been many physical clashes between the two

communities over religious dififerences such as the playing of music

before the mosque by the Hindus and the killing of the cow by the

Moslems, resulting in much bloodshed and riots, and loss of life

and property. The tension between the two is becoming more in-
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tense than ever before in Indian history and there is no prospect (jf

the speedy demise of the demon of communal bitterness. The hatred

of the Hindu and the Moslem is dee|)Iy rooted in religion, in tradi-

tion, in histor\- and in outlook on life, and will ncjt cease to exist in

the near future. It is not the creation of yesterday and will not

pass away tomorrow. There are towns and districts in India where

the two religions face each cjlhcr like armies on a battlefield, an<l

where the slightest provocation given by one side or the other ignites

pent-up hatreds and ushers in furious carnage and bloody human

destruction. .A. cow slaughtered in the Hindu (|uarter, and a dead

pig thrown into the mosque is enough to fan the flames and to incite

the two communities to fall at each other's throats. Cow is sacred

to the Hindu and its protection is enjoined upon him by his sacred

books. The I lindu will not eat beef and tolerate beef eating because

cow is alwa\s pure and divine ; the Mohammedan will not eat bacon

because to him it is always unclean and impure, and strictl\- pro-

hibited by the injunctions oi the Koran. The Hindus cannot assimi-

late and fuse with the cow slayers and cannot admit them into their

personal and social relations. Beef and bacon do not mix, and will

not mix until there is a radical change in the mentality of both.

The cleaveage between the two communities condemns India to

bear the brunt of IJritish domination and compels her to resign

submissively to the will of her foreign rulers. British imperialism

in India does not rest on sword or the consent of the governed, as

wrongly supposed by many, but on religion. India has been brought

under English imperial sway by religion and is kept down under

subjection b\- it. Were religion to disappear miraculousl\- from

India toda\' British rule would pass away tomorrow. Xo machine

guns, no efficient instruments of human destruction of latest in\en-

tion, no resources of materialistic science, no political acumen, and

no subtle di])lomacy can ever hope to keep three hundred million

people in bondage if they resolve to throw away imj)erialistic des-

potism. Were Indians to withdraw their coo])eration and boycott

evervthing British the whole machinery of government would col-

lapse like a house of cards and would come to a sudden end. Ikit

India is torn with religious dissent ions and cannot make an\- com-

bination against her exploiters. The British have become past

masters bv their long acquaintance with the country and its people

in the method of divide and rule. Their two big wives, Hindu and
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the Alohammedan, are always jealous and suspicious of each other

and cannot form an alliance against and cannot bridle the evil pro-

pensities of their lord. As long as there is religious difference be-

tween the two communities the position of the British as paramount

dictators is secure and there is nothing which can dislodge them

from their aristocratic authority.

The British recognize this fact more than the Indians. They are

very careful of preserving religious animosities and superstitions

among the Indian people in order to keep them immune from the

infection of foreign ideas and to make them amenable to their rule.

At present British bureaucracy is devising the most sinister methods

to check the advancing tide of nationalism and secularism and to

throw back Indian freedom by a century. Last year a bill was intro-

duced in the Indian legislative assembly known as the public safety

bill by British officialdom to shield the faiths of India from the on-

slaughts of Bolshevism and to deport from the country all com-

munistic agitators. A proposal has just been made to thrust re-

ligion in all schools and colleges and to ram the throats of innocent

Indian students with the principles of theism. The most mischievous

propaganda is carried on in favor of religious education with the

help of Christian missionaries, and with the religiously inclined

Indians whose interests are identical with the British and whose very

existence depends upon the religious superstitions of the people.

Liberal grants are given in-aid to all communal institutions out of

the public revenue. The sectarian schools, whether they are Hindu,

Moslem, Sikh, or Christian, are the hotbeds of unscientific, unhis-

torical, and unphilosophical education, and are the centers of per-

petuating class rivalries, and national and religious antipathies. They

fasten upon the minds of poor students barbarous physics, barbarous

astronomy, and barbarous history, and stuff them with antipatriotic

ideas and tendencies. The puranic. the Koranic, the Granthic, and

the Biblical interpretation of the universe and the cosmos is just

the one and the same thing; it simply differs in detail. The religious

pedagogical institutions are the greatest menace to the intellectual

development of the Indian youth and the most dangerous enemies of

the creation of a united Indian nation.

What India needs most is not a religious education, but a thor-

oughgoing secular education with universal and compulsory military

training based on the French pattern. She does not need saints.
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mahatmas, and theologians, but agricultural chemists, mining

engineers, students of hygiene, and political economists, who shall

help to develop the material resources and further the indus-

trialization of the country. She is already too much cursed with

mystics and dreamers who are a notorious burden on the ])eoj)le.

India wants a government that shall put an end to all communal

schools, that shall do away with all economic and social inequalities,

that shall abolish priesthood and confiscate all property allotted to

monastic institutions. The Hindu temples, the ^^loslem mosques.

and the Sikh Gurdwaras are the dens of vice and frightful im-

morality and the priests of the Indian religions as a class are the

most immoral, the most vicious, and the most contemptible speci-

mens among humanity extant. They are a thousand times more

rapacious, cruel, and sensual than were the Catholic clergy before

the storm of Protestant ui)hea\al burst upon Euro])c. They are

Rasputin thru and thru. They live in magnificent buildings with

their hawks and hounds and with their splendid retinue of beautiful

female concubines. These parasites and drones feed ujion the

produce of Indian peasants and workingmen and exploit them b\

their threats of excommunication and hell and by their j)romises of

heaven and salvation. They eat, drink, and beget, and pass their

days in ignoble revelry and in aimless sloth. They are pervaded b\'

profound moral corruption and are enmeshed in sensuality and the

lust of the flesh. They are like a barren fig tree fit only to be cast

into the hell-fire.

To sum up, the path of India is beset with enormous difficulties

and is strewn with almost insurmountable obstacles. The gulf be-

tween the Hindu and the Mohammedan will persist for a consider-

able period of time and will not be easily bridged over. As long as

there is religion India's fate is sealed and there can be no true social,

political, educational, and industrial regeneration of the Indian

people. The sun miglit begin to rise in the west and set in the east

but to say that India will emerge as a united and dominant nation

and will take an honored place appropriate to her size and population

without complete elimination of religion, in the comity of nations is

a dream and by no means a sensible dream. It is utterly unthinkable

and impossible. It must not, of course, be supposed that religion will

continue to condemn India to an effete epoch and to subserviency

to the foreigner. It is liable to go down before the new forces that
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are convulsing Asia and shaking India to the center. The impact

of modern civiHzation is pressing upon the old and conservative

Indian world order with irresistible fury and is bursting asunder

the firm joints of caste and ancient moorings. The new ideas are a

d}'namite that batters down the steel ramparts of religious obscurant-

ism and shivers the thick ice of invetrate custom and tradition. Xor
must it be forgotten that the process of evolution involves the disso-

lution of primitive beliefs and that the advance of society on in-

dustrial lines implies the disintegration of religion. The crusade of

Russia. China and Turkey against this colossal Asiatic barbarism

will exercise a tremendous influence on the Indian situation and will

prepare the peoples to adopt a hostile attitude towards religion. In

India itself conditions are arising which make for sudden change,

for distrust against established social regime, and for a wide-spread

intellectual and spiritual unrest. India indeed is standing unheed-

ing, as France stood in the second-half of the eighteenth century, on

the brink of a crater which is destined to change profoundly by its

eruption the whole course of her historical development and civiliza-

tion. And when that explosion occurs it will be the most glorious

dav in the historv of India and the East.



THE COSMIC TEETH
BV L.WVKKNCF. PARMLY BROWN

I\'. The Teeth of I'akiih-Cakix

THE most elaborate and altogether the most obscure m\thic

concepts relating to the teeth are found in the story of N'akub-

Cakix in the Popol I'lth of the Quiches of (niatemala in Central

America. As extant, the Popol J'uh dates on]\- from the seventeenth

century A. D., but it purports to be a memory reproduction of an

ancient lost book. The extant text was written in Quiche by a

native of Guatemala and shortly translated into Spanish by Fran-

cisco Ximenez ; but both the Quiche text and the Spanish transla-

tion remained concealed in Guatemala until the middle of the nine-

teenth century, when the\' were found by C. Sherzer, who published

the translation of Ximenez in 1856. r>rasseur de IJourbourg pub-

lished the Quiche text with a French translation in 1861, and sev-

eral other translations or versions have appeared since then.^^ the

best of which is that of J. A. \'illacorta and F. Rodas, in Spanish,

published together with the Quiche text under title of Maiiitseript

de Chicieastenan(/o {Popol Piij), ( iuatemala, 1927.

We shall find reasons for concluding that in the original ni\th of

\ akub-Cakix he was a personification of the imaginar\- hre of the

underworld, and that as such he was recognized as a dawn figure

:

1'^ An English version of Book I (otherwise Traditions I and II). in-

cluding the Vakub-Cakix myth, was published by J. Price in Lucifer, a Thc-
osophical magazine. 1894-1895. K. S. L. Guthrie followed with an English
version of the whole Fof^ol Vuh in another Theosophicai magazine. The Word.
1905-1906. A German version by N. E. Pohorillcr appeared in 1913; a Spanish
version by S. I. Barberena, 1923, and a French version by G. Raynaud, 1925.

We also have English epitomes of the work by H. H. Bancroft (in his

Native Races) and by L. Spence (in his Popot Vuh. a booklet. 1908; in his

myths of Mexico and Peru, 1913. and in the Of^eii Court. Vol. XLII. Nov.,

1928). All these versions and epitomes follow Brasseur or Ximenez. or rep-

resent a composite of both ; but Brasseur is not very exact and Ximenez even
less so.
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for it was supposed that the underworld fire is seen in our world

when the gates of the east are opened for the rising of the sun (and

again at sunset when the western gates are opened ) . And we shall

also find reasons for concluding that the personified \'akub-Cakix

was conceived with a materialized body, and that as a dawn figure

he was fabled to have hved in the mythical dawn period that fol-

lowed the night of a universal deluge ; his fabled dwelling place

being the dawn land in the far east where the Quiches and other

ancient Americans supposed they had originated.

Therefore in all probability the original dental organs of \ akub

Cakix were flame-teeth which were conceived as materialized like

the rest of his bodw And there are reasons for concluding that his

materialized teeth were fabled to have been the primordial precious

stones, while his eyes were the primordial precious metals ; the ex-

isting precious stones and metals of the earth being recognized as

fragments of his teeth and e}es.

In the Popol J^uJi we have the onl}- extant account of the per-

sonified A'akub-Cakix. His name is translated "Seven-Fire-

Plumes" by Mllacorta and Rodas, while others make it "Seven-

Fire" and interpret it as "Seven-times-the-color-of-fire"—which may
safely be rejected. The same name is apphed by the Quiches to

the ara-macao, guacamaya, guaca or great macaw, a gorgeous para-

quet w'hose predominant colors are red, blue, yellow and green

;

and as the personified Vakub-Cakix was decorated with plumes

according to the Popol J'lih, there can be no doubt that the\- were

conceived like those of the great macaw, and that the "Seven" in

"Seven-Fire-Plumes" referred alike to all the colors of the bird

and all the colors of the dawn—the gorgeous clouds of the dawn
being the plumes or feathers of the personified \'akub-Cakix.

Here we seem to have the European concept of the seven primary

colors, which could hardly have been known to the Quiches except

through the Spaniards ; and therefore it is possible that the name

as extant is of comparatively late origin. But in all probability the

myth of \ akub-Cakix as we have it represents an ancient original

in a more or less corrupt form.

Tradition I of the Popol Vuh closes with an account of a uni-

versal deluge and the destruction of a race of man-like beings who
preceded the human race on earth. In Tradition II we have the
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Story of \'akub-Cakix, which opens as follows (according to a close

rendering of the Spanish version of Villacorta and Rodas ) :

"As yet there was not on the surface of the land more than very

little light, for the sun did not exist. But there dwelt thereon a

being filled with pride ; \'akub-Cakix was his name.^^

"The sky and the land already existed, but hidden still were

the faces of the sun and moon.

"Then said \'akub-Cakix : 'Only in this manner shall it be pos-

sible to bring hither the pure teaching after the inundation of the

people. ... I will be their sun. I will be their light. I will likewise

be the moon that illumines them." So he spoke then.

" 'Great is my wisdom and intelligence. I will be he who looms

among the people.

" 'For my eyes are as of metal, like emeralds set in their sockets

where they gleam ; and similarly my teeth shine as precious stones,

like the clarity of heaven. [Further on he is made to say T hold

my riches in my teeth and eyes.' and it is stated that "his teeth of

emerald. . . . made his mouth gleam."' while his eyes had a "metallic

ghtter"].

" 'In this same manner my nostrils gleam afar, like the moon ; the

place where I shelter myself is also of metal; the surface of the

ground also shines when I go forth in front of my place of shelter.

" 'In this same manner then I am the sun and the moon, and I

will be the cause that the sons and daughters of the land civilize

themselves and become intelligent ; and so will it be because m\- sight

reaches afar.'

"Thus spoke A'akub-Cakix ; but in truth he was not the sun that

gives light, and it was only pride of his plumes and metallic glitter

that made him speak thus."

That Vakub-Cakix was conceived as a gigantic figure is evident

from the character of his two sons, w-hose adventures after the

death of their father are described in Tradition III of the Popol

Villi. In Tradition II we have only their names and occupations.

Cabrakan ("Earth-shaker") shakes the mountains and upsets the

earth, while Zipacna ("Earth-heaper") is said to have heaped up

certain large mountains which existed at the time of the dawn, and

18 Villacorta and Rodas have "Gakup-Cakix." While their translation

will be followed throughout the present consideration of the myth, the older and

generally received transliterations of the proper nouns will he employed as being

more readily recognizable than those of V. and R.
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were in a night created by Zipacna. These sons appear to be no

more than mythic variants of Vakub-Cakix himself as a figure

of the underworld fire, which was supposed to burst through the

earth in volcanoes, heap up mountains and cause earthquakes.

According to the Popul l^uh, the wife of Vakub-Cakix and the

mother of his gigantic sons, was Chimalmat ("Shield-bearer"),

whose death occurred at about the same time as that of her husband.

She is well-known as an Aztec goddess (with her name variously

transliterated), and is probably a personification of the night, with

the starry sky or perhaps the moon as her shield. The mother and

father of the great ^Mexican man-god Ouetzalcoatl were Chimalma

and Camaxtli, according to Mendieta ; but according to Motolinia,

they were Chimamatl and Iztacmixcoatl (See H. H. Bancroft, Na-

tive Races, Vol. Ill, pp. 249, 250). Ouetzalcoatl ("Bird-serpent")

is often figured with a conventionalized bird-face, the bird being

the beautiful green and red trogan known as the quetzal ( pJiaro-

niacrus mocinno), the feathers of which are sometimes placed on a

serpent in Maya art (Tozzer and Allen, "Animal Figures in the

Maya Codices," in Papers of the Peabody Museum, Vol. IV, no.

3, p. 340).

Like \akub-Cakix, Ouetzalcoatl was an introducer of civiliza-

tion and is said to have been very wealthy in precious stones and

metals—and also in maize and other food supplies (see Bancroft,

A'ol. Ill, pp. 241. 256, 261). Though generally recognized as a god

of the air or wind. Ouetzalcoatl is sometimes the celestial deity of

the east, the region of wealth and fertility (Seler, Codex J^aticanus

B, p. 88). and according to the Anales de Onauhtitlan he wore the

decorations of the fire-god and finally burnt himself to death, where-

upon his heart became the Morning Star ilh., p. 138). Acosta

describes an image of Ouetzalcoatl with the face of a bird having

a red bill with ranks of teeth (probably those of a serpent, for

birds have no teeth), and he says this image was surrounded by a

wealth of gold, silver and jewels (see Bancroft, Vol. Ill, p. 249).

In some respects, therefore, Ouetzalcoatl has much the same char-

acter as Vakub-Cakix ; but the serpent is in no way associated with

the latter.

The story in the Popol J^iih continues to the effect that two

youths (twin brothers), named Hunahpu and Xbalanque, decided

to kill Vakub-Cakix because of his pride and arrogance. They
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concealed themselves with their blowguns under a great tapal or

nance tree which the giant was wont to climb (every morning) for

the purpose of eating its fruits ( which are small, round and yellow ).

W hen he had climbed into the tree, a pellet shot from the blowgun

of Hunahpu wounded him in the mouth, dislocating his jaw and

breaking his teeth. He fell from the tree; but was victorious in the

ensuing struggle, during which he tore off one of the arms of

Hunaphu. The suffering giant carried the severed arm to his shelter

or house and hung it over the fire in vengeful rage, at the same time

bemoaning his injuries to his wife.

THE MKXICA.N' TRKE OF THK EAST
(From Codfx Fejervary-Maycr, Sheet 1)

Hunahpu and Xbalanciue doubtless represented the sun and moon

originally, their blowguns indicating that they were recognized as

producers of the winds, which break the teeth of \'akub-Cakix (and

scatter his cloud-plumes). These great heroes of the mythical por-

tion of the Popol J'lth were conceived miraculously by a virgin

mother (the earth ) ; many of their exploits belong to a journey

through the underworld, and they seem to be viewed as human

figures who were finally transformed into the sun and moon. The

name Hunaphu is general)}- rendered Master-magician, but \'illa-
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corta and Rodas have [una j up Blowgunman. ]\Iost authorities, in-

cluding \'. and R., agree that Xbalanque signifies Little-tiger (so \'.

and R. for their Ixbalanque ) ; the animal indicated being the ocelot

or American leopard-cat, perhaps suggested as a lunar s}mbol be-

cause of its spotted or blotched appearance. Seler says that "Hun-

aphu" is the Quiche translation of the Mexican Ce Xochitl ("One

Flower"" ) and a variant of the Yucatec Hunhau, Lord of the Realm

of the Dead ; and this authority recognizes the Quiche hero as a

solar figure and notes that "at the end of his exploits he mounts to

the sky as the sun" (J'aticanus B, p. 11).

Therefore it appears that the rising sun is represented b_\-

Hunaphu when he causes the downfall of A akub-Cakix as the dawn,

while the handlike solar flabellum is represented by the young

hero"s severed arm suspended over the fire of the underworld (see

the present writer"s "Cosmic Hands,"" in the Open Court, \'ol.

XXin, p. 8). In accordance with these interpretations, the great

tapal or nance tree climbed by \ akub-Cakix may be recognized as

belonging to the eastern quarter of the heaven at dawn, when its

small, round and yellow fruits ( for stars ) are devoured by the

giant. This tree is probably the Quiche variant of the [Mexican

Tree of the East, one of the four trees of the quarters of the heaven

pictured in the codices. Each of these trees is formed somewhat

like a Latin cross, with three main branches. The Tree of the East

is painted blue, or blue and green ; and always on the top of its

upright branch is a green-plumed bird (a quetzal), while the other

branches have flowers or jeweled disks at their tips. According to

Seler: "The flower, the jewel, the quetzal bird, are all symbols of

costliness, of the precious fecundating moisture. By them the East

is characterized as a region of prosperit_\', of fertilit}-. of abundant

food supplies"' {J'aticaniis B, p. 78). In the Codex Fejervary

Mayer (sheet 2 ) we find an eight-ra}'ed star at the base of the Tree

of the East, and a human figure standing on either side of its trunk

;

the one on the right being recognized by Seler as the sun-god, while

the one on the left probably represents the moon ; and it is quite

likely that these two figures reappear as Hunaphu and Xbalanque

beneath the tapal or nance tree. Furthermore, in the same codex,

all four trees have seven terminal branches, each with a flower at

its tip ; while in the Codex Borgia three of the trees, including the

Tree of the East, have seven such branches tipped with jewels.
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OriginalK there may have been only Uvo of these cosmic trees,

representing the solar llabelli of the east and the west; and their

flowers (or jewels) may have rei)re>ented the variously colored

clouds of sunrise and sunset. Therefore the seven branches, like

the "Seven" in the name \'akub-Cakix, may have referred originally

to the seven primary colors, of which the Mexicans and Central

Americans probably learned from the Spaniards.

According to the story in the Popol Vuh, the heroic brothers re-

solve to recover the arm of Hunaphu, and proceed to the house of

\'akub-Cakix accompanied by an aged man and woman (unnamed)

whose assistance had been obtained. The old couple make X'akub-

Cakix believe that they are the grandparents of the youths, whom
the suffering giant does not recognize (probabl\' because his e\es

as well as his teeth had been injured, according to the original m\ th

—see below ). All authorities are agreed that the old couple are the

divine father and mother of the human race who appear in Tra-

dition I of the Popol J'uh. Their names are generally transliterated

Xpiycoc and Xmucane and translated Great White Boar and (ireat

White Tapir ; but it is quite probable that they were originally the

Great White Boar and the Great White Sow ( i. e., male and female

peccaries), for swine have always been recognized as i)rolitic

animals. Xpiycoc and Xmucane as the divine father and mother

appear in the Maya Codex Cortesianus seated under the Tree of

Life, which was possibly introduced by the Spaniards as a variant

of the Mexican Tree of the East and the tapal or nance tree of the

Popol J'uh. It is not impossible that Xpiycoc and Xmucane repre-

sented the sk\-father and earth-mother in the original \akub-

Cakix myth ; but in the extant version they appear in human form

(probably gigantic), and tell \akub-Cakix that they belong to a

class of physicians who extract worms from aching teeth''' and cure

diseased eyes as well as injured jaws. Sahagun preserves a native

1** The erroneous belief in worms as the cause of decay of the teeth and

toothache was probably suggested by the worm-like form of the tooth-nerve.

This belief existed from a very ancient time among Oriental peoples, includ-

ing the Chinese, Hindus, Babylonians and Egyptians. It was held l)y the

Arabian medical writers of the first Christian milienium and was generally

accepted in Europe during the Middle Ages, and even till the eighteenth cen-

tury. But it does not appear to have been known to the ancient Greeks and

Romans ; the earliest extant reference to it by a classical writer being in the

De CofHpositione Mcdicamcntorum of Scribonius Lagus, cap. X, first century

A. D. (See especially K. Sudhoff, Ccschichtc dcr Zuhnlirilkuiidc, pp. 21, 28,

36, 49, etc.).
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account of the Mexican earth-mother Tlacoltcotl or Toci as the

patroness of those who let blood, those who take worms from teeth,

and those who take worms from eyes—literally "tooth-wormers"

and "eye-wormers," in Aztec tctlanocnUanque teyxcuilanquc (see

Seler, J'aticanus B, p. 173, and Bancroft, Native Races, X'ol. Ill, p.

353). There can be little doubt that Xpiycoc and Xmucane were

originally represented in the Popol J^iih story as pretending to be

both "eye-wormers" and "tooth-wormers" ; but in the extant text

nothing is said of eye-worms and there is only a passing allusion

to the e}es of \'akub-Cakix as injured or diseased, or both (see

below).

In the Popol J'lih, \'akub-Cakix is unable to speak because of

the pain from his broken teeth and injured jaw; but he makes signs

to Xpiycoc and Xmuchane, imploring them to cure him. And then

we have the following dialogue, in which the speechless giant

is curiously enough represented as expressing himself bv signs:

" 'Two boys, mischievous and malevolent, struck me in the

mouth and produced this pain which prevents me from speaking,

and I maintain myself onl_\- by keeping my jaws and teeth in re-

straint.'

" Aery well, lord. Worms are what molest you. We will take

out these teeth, and we will make replacements for you.' 'But this

not well,' said he, 'because, being a lord, I hold my riches in iny

teeth and eyes.'

" 'We will put others [i. e., 'other teeth'] in place of these. We
will put in some that have the appearance of bone.' Then they

thought of putting in for him grains of white maize, because they

are like bone [and like teeth].

" 'It is well,' he said to them, 'proceed to extract them then.'

So they took out the teeth of Vakub-Cakix, and in their place they

put grains of white maize which gleamed in his mouth.

"Soon his ostentation of a great personage fell away because

already he was no longer such, since this state ended wdth his having

his teeth of emerald extracted, w-hich before had made his mouth

gleam. Also they [the aged couple] acted as if to cure the eyes of

Vakub-Cakix, and on uprooting them, they put an end to the metallic

glitter which formerly they had."

The death of Vakub-Cakix shortly followed, as did that of his

wife ; and Hunaphu recovered his arm, which was replaced by the
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aged couple ( in other words, the daw n and the night (Hsappeared,

and the sun-god rose with his flabellum hand or arm in j^lace).

The e\ es of \'akub-Cakix as a dawn figure are probably stars

;

and that his nose was identified by some with the crescent moon (as

well as with the beak of the great macaw) is indicated by the state-

ment according to which he said: "'My nostrils gleam afar, like the

moon" (see above), iiul it is not im])ossible that he originally had

only one eye, for the Morning Star. There can be little doubt that

the uprooting or gouging out of his eyes ( or single eye ) was con-

ceived to have occurred during a pretended operation for the re-

mo\al of worms ; and it is possible that this treacherous act was

suggested b\- the well-known Mexican pictures of a sacrificed human
being or god ( in profile ) with an eye gouged out. According to

Seler, this gouging out of an eye sxmbolizes sacrifice ( I'aticanus B,

pp. 184, 192), and Quetzalcoatl as celestial ("lod of the East is some-

times figured in profile with one eye hanging from its socket, as in

the Codex Borgia ( sheet 51 ).

In the breaking and extraction of the first or natural teeth of

\'akub-Cakix—probably materialized fiame-teeth—we have some re-

markable resemblances to the breaking and knocking out of the

teeth of the Hindu Pushan, which represent the fiery rays of the

sun (see above) ; but here we doubtless have one among many in-

stances of similar m\thic concepts originating independently.

The grains of maize (seeds of Indian corn) that became the

second or substitute teeth of \'akub-Cakix were probably conceived

as the product of the original maize of the dawn period and the dawn

land : all things including maize Iteing fabled to have been of gi-

gantic size in that time and that place.

The ancient Mexicans and Central Americans had several maize

deities and \arious m\ths relating to the origin of maize. In the

latter part of the Popol J'uh, the first maize is said to have been

found in a land to the east (the mythic dawn land), while the first

human beings were created by the gods from the yellow and white

maize of that land (see I>ancroft, Natizr Races, \'ol. II. pp. 716-718

and V, pp. 193, 194). Mythically this is the same maize that was

originally found by Quetzalcoatl ; one account representing him as

the wealthy ruler of the Toltec city of Tulla in the ancient time when
an ear of maize was an ordinary man's load, being so large that it

required both his arms to clasp it (Bancroft, \'ol. Ill, pp. 261, 241).
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According to the Xavajos, the original seeds of maize and other

plants were brought by a turkey-hen which came from the region

of the ]^Iorning Star {ibid, p. 83) ; and this bird is evidently identical

with the sacred turkey of ^lexico, called the emerald fowl, to which

offerings of maize paste were made (See Spence, Myths of Mexico

and Peru, p. 186. Seler says it was called the jeweled fowl, J'ati-

canus B, p. 75).

Nothing is said in the Popol J'uh as to what became of the body

of \'akub-Cakix ; but in the original myth it probably mingled with

the earth everywhere (not only in the dawn land), while the giant's

substitute teeth-*' were broken into fragments to become the seeds

of the first maize plants of ordinary size. And it is also probable

that the broken and extracted natural teeth of Vakub-Cakix were

fabled to have become the precious stones of the earth, which are

various colors and are often said to have a tire of their own ;-^ while

his gouged out eyes were changed into the precious metals of the

earth. In the Popol Vuh, where the giant evidently has a material-

ized body, his teeth "shine as precious stones," and his eyes "are

as of metal," etc.

Therefore it seems that the fire-giant as a daw^n figure was con-

ceived somewhat like the macrocosmic man of other myths, w^hose

living body formed the material universe, or whose dead body be-

came that universe. In the Egyptian Hymn to Ptah-Tenen, that

god has a hidden body, with his eyes as the sun and moon, etc., and

it is said to him that "the staiT of life (grain) proceeds from thy

back (the earth) ; thou makest the earth to bring forth fruit"

(Budge, Gods of the Egyptians, Vol. I, pp. 509, 511 ). One of the

forms of the macrocosmic Ra is that of Tenen, and he is "armed

with teeth" {Litany of Ra, I, 3. 66, 71 ). It is said of the Persian

Kuni that the sky came from his skin ; the earth from his flesh ; the

20 The suggestion for these teeth is of course found in the resemblance
between grains of maize and human teeth ; and it is quite probable that some of
the crude idols of Mexico and Central America were fitted with maize grains
for teeth. No evidence of this appears to be extant ; but the Hallow-e'en
pumpkin heads of modern North America are sometimes given teeth of maize
grains, and Sahagun tells us that some of the small images of Tlaloc were
moulded of dough, with calabash pips for teeth and haricot beans for eyes.

(Historia General de las Cosas de Neiiz'a Espana. I, XXI ; Spence, Gods of
Mexico, p. 235).

21 Anatole France makes one of his characters say that the pearls which
serve for the teeth of salamanders are composed of "materialized light"

(Rofisseric de la Reiiic Pedauque. IX). A fragment of a rainbow is called "a

tooth" and "an angry tooth" in some parts of England (J. Wright, Dialect
Dictionary, s. v. Tooth).
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mountains from his hones and the trees from his liair ( Sika)id-

guDiaiiik J'igar, X\'I, 8-20). Accordinji; to the Elder Jidda, the

Scan(hnavian Vmir's skull became the heaven ; his bones, the hills

;

his hair, trees and plants, etc. (Grimnismal, 40) ; and the Younger

Edda adds that stones and pebbles were made from his teeth, to-

gether with some bits of broken bones (I, 8). The teeth of men
and animals are the hardest parts of their bodies, and in the Mexican

calendar man the sign of the flint-storle is allotted to his teeth

(Kingsborough. Mexican Antiquities, \o\. II, plate 75, and Ban-

croft, Natiz'c Races, Vol. Ill, p. 129). In the case of the macrocos-

mic man P'an Ku of the Chinese Taoi.sts, his eyes became the sun

and moon ; the hair of his head and his beard became constellations

;

his skin and the hair thereon became plants and trees, while his

teeth and bones were changed into the metals, and his marrow into

the precious stones of the earth ( Mayers, Chinese Reader's Manual,

No. 558, edition 1924, ]>. 186). The Mangaians of Polynesia give a

similar account of their Ru, as do the Irocjuois Indians of their

Chokanipak (See A. Lang, M\th, Religion and Ritual, \'ol. I, p.

246) .--

"The sky and the land alread\- existed" before \'akub-Cakix died,

according to the Popol Wih (.see above)
; but it is probable that the

land was conceived as a barren waste immediately after the deluge,

and that the subsequent vegetation was fabled to have come from

the dead giant's skin, while his flesh became the fertile soil, etc. It

is probable that his skin was originally conceived to have been of a

green hue; for the dawn and sunset skies of the tropics are often

remarkably green, ranging from a deep olive above to the lighter

shades below, where they merge into the \ellows and reds. And it

is also probable that the green hue of the giant's skin was erroneouslv

transferred by some to his teeth and also to his eyes ( whence the

allusions in the Popol I'uh t(; "his teeth of emerald" and his "eves

like emaralds" )

.-'^

22 See also the present writer's "Cosmic Man and Homo Signorum," in

the Open Court. Vol. XXXV, p. 10.

23 It is thought by some that "green jadeite" should be substituted for
"emeralds" and "emerald" in these allusions, as words for the latter were also
quite generally employed for the former by the Mexicans and Central Ameri-
cans ; and as many upper anterior teeth inlaid with little disks of jadeite and
haematite have been found in Central American tombs, several of the leading
authorities on American anti(|uities have suggested to the present writer that
teeth inlaid with jadeite are to be understood in the Vakub-Cakix myth. But
no such explanation can be accepted in view of what is said of the giant's
eyes, etc.
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[Moreover, it is possible that the A'akub-Cakix macaw of the

Quiches, as a symbol of the dawn sky, is a mere variant of the Aztec

quetzal : for the wing coverts and tail feathers of the latter are

green v.-hile the breast is scarlet (fiery). And it is also possible

that the tooth extraction concept in the myth of the personified

\'akub-Cakix was suggested by some ancient story according to

which the great macaw or the quetzal originally had teeth but lost

them in some such wa_\' as those of the dawn giant are said to have

been lost.

According to the very unsatisfactory suggestion of Spence,

\"akub-Cakix is an earth-god; the extraction of his emerald teeth

and the implantation of the maize-seed substitutes being an allegory

of the agricultural removal of the green turf of the earth and the

planting of maize seed (Popol J'lili, p. 42; Myths of Mexico and

Peru, p. 237). Others take the mxthical giant for a sun-god, while

Bancroft supposes that he was originally a human monarch (Native

Races, Vol. V, pp. 184, 187 j.



IS IXSA^IT^• I'XSOCIAL?

BY C.I'.OKCI". YI.ISLr.V RUSK

IN a recent number of The Socioloijical Rcx-icw Dr. Alice Raven

enumerated the chief characteristics of various sorts of insanitx

.

These, she held, can easily be detected, and the persons afflicted,

by immediate detention and treatment in hospitals, can be saved

from crime. W ith the article in general I am in cf)mplete ajjree-

ment. I wish to raise a question about only one statement made in

it although it is substantially rejieated several times. The statement

is this: "In all his thinking he (the insane man i has himself and

his own advantage as the centre." (i).287) Uut is insanity always

and in all respects unsocial in the thought of the i)erson afflicted?

My observation would suggest that it is not—as we shall now ])ro-

ceed to show.

( 1 ) In some cases the insane man blames himself—j)ossibly

for deeds which he has done, and is grateful to society for search-

ing him out and trxing to redeem him—possibly in larger ways

than society' has done. One patient, on arriving home in a deluded

condition, cried out to his family: "O love that wilt not let me go."

lie thought that his family had been seeking to redeem him from

imagined sins all his life. It is true that even in this case the

patient was thinking of his own advantage—but not in opposition

to the advantage of society, ^'et it is in the sense of in-opposition-

to-the-advantage-of-societ\' that Pr. Raven used the term '"his own
advantage." I'or earlier she had referred to the "anti-social ten-

dencies which mark all per-ons of al^iormal ])sychology."

(2) In some cases the chief comfort that the insane man has

in his terrors is that no other human being has ever been called

ui)on to go through worse tortures than he is experiencing. He
identifies himself with all the most unfortunate of his fellow men

—
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"even these least." Life in a hospital is helpful to him because

here he can most easily make such an identification.

( 3 ) In some cases the insane man is interested in himself to

an unusual degree only as a servant of a real truth which society

needs but will not accept. Even when his truth is an obvious

delusion, his attitude is not anti-social. Jesus thought of himself

as a martyr for truth. Would the author say that therefore he was

anti-social? Dr. J. H. jowett once declared that Jesus was either

(jod-man or mad-man. Would Dr. Raven insist upon the latter

alternative?

(4) And in some cases a man remains amid circumstances

of great stress for those who will not compromise, with the purpose

of serving society, and so goes insane, with the more or less con-

scious realization that thus he will reveal to society that it is not

giving a square deal even to its devoted members. And any society

which allows some members—perhaps through the mere fact of

having inherited a fortune—to live in wanton kixury while it refuses

work to many eager to work at anything at all equal to their intelli-

gence and training is essentially unjust. The ten percent of the

people who control ninety percent of the wealth of the country, do

not possess ninet}- percent of the abilit}'. Even when perfectly

adventitious causes do not determine the financial status of a man,

and when no unfair control of the means of wealth has been

resorted to, men are rewarded for their special commercial ability,

not absolutely, but geometrically. A slight initial superiority, be-

cause of the wa\' modern society is organized, receives a constantly

increasing reward. There is no essential justice in such a society.

It is true that a man in need can generally get some help from

charit}', but he may be too socially sensitive to seek it—till after

he has gone insane and so cannot help himself.

Or perhaps the work offered a man would prevent his carrying

out a purpose which he, at least, thinks of as valuable for society.

Or prospective employers may encourage a man to wait, and still

wait, for the position in which he can serve society as he desires

—

but never actually offer him the position. In any of these cases a

man may let his mind fall to pieces to get the help of society to get

a proper position and to reveal to society its essential injustice and

so aid it to reform. If the gentleness of the little child of Biblical
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vision cannot lead -ociety to the place of rc(kni])lion. ])c-iha])s the

expense and terror of the gro\\in<,^ multitude of the insane will.

l')Ut perhaps it may he replied that a man can li\e utterly true

to his ideals in the service of society without ha\inj,f to jtay the

price of insanity— simply b\ remaininj; level-headed. I Jut he can-

not. Perhaps the modern LaKinist, to take one extreme, thinks

that he does so, strong in his faith in the final triumjjh of hi:- ( iod.

Iiut with all his consistency, no Calvanist has ever dared to think

through the cjuestion of Ciod's decrees, and all of them after assign-

ing an untold section of mankind to eternal torment, are quite ready

to go home and eat tenderloin beefsteak smothered in onion>. ( )r.

to take the other extreme, the modern socialist. The socialist can-

didate for president, Xorman Thomas, said in a i)uhlic speech on a

hot summer day that increasingly he realized the compromises that

he made, and so increasingly was tolerant of those that others made.

It is the insane alone who have been utterly sincere in devotion to

some truth which, in some asi)ect at least, the\' beliexc might be of

service Xo societ\. Ihe rest of us either compromise unwittingly

with our holiest visions, and struggle blindly on under their waning

light, and still hoj)e: or. in the full glare of consciousness we rec(jn-

struct for our guidance i)hilo>o])hies which contain no absolute

values unmediated by their oj)])()sites.

Even when personal complexes must share with society the

responsibility for the wrecking of a man's life, these can be read

as the result of the insupportable burdens which society has ])laced

upon him. At last, as the result of his life in society, a man b\ a

multitude of at least partly conscious mental acts ma\- give in and

gives uj). He may let society have its way—but not while he is

sane. Thus he is enabled to declare emphatically what society is

by the very going insane and permits her to begin her own redemj)-

tion by saving him.

I5\' carrying cnit such a ])rogram. a man can lia\e a ])rofound

influence upon societ\. .Ml of the modern study of the mind, and

the consequent construction of the true laws of hap])y thought (as

op[)osed to the dogmas of religion through which formerly men

hoi)ed to find peace) may be said to have been forced ui)on society

by those who went insane rather than give up j)urposes which they

rightl\ held as worthy and wholesome. Of course it would have
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been better if all men had always been happ}' and good, and so if

it had never been necessar}- to study the psychology of the abnormal.

But at any gi\en time, with most men miserable, the man who goes

insane, and so forces societ\' to study the nature of the human mind

and discover the laws of happiness for the benefit of all men, and

to correct its irrational industrial awards and moral standards, may
be conceived of as a social benefactor and in his own character

as profoundl}- social—partl\- unconsciously, but parti}- consciously,

in so far as he has remained true to his ideals and would not adjust

himself to life as it now is. The longest way around is sometimes

the shortest wa_\' home.

An excellent illustration of how effective such la}ing down of

one's life ma\- be is supplied by those whose lives were ruined by

the old methods of education. The observation of the ruin thus

wrought has caused the introduction of the project method of

instruction into man\- schools. Even this method will be greatly

improxed as its failures are noted. The lives ruined by the old

method were, indeed, ruined. Those ruined, in turn, were cruel

or unwise to others. They would not make pleasant companions.

Yet in a profound sense they have served the progress of education.

By the sacrifice of such lives society has been progressively

redeemed. In this knowledge, when even vaguelv grasped, is their

peace. In this service is their .atonement—the onl\' atonement

which is morally defensible.

Insanity ma\', we must then conclude, in ver\- important respects

be social. Therefore it is not necessary to tell a patient—as the

whole truth—that his failures have been due to his own deficiencies,

that his whole past life has been so mistaken that society has been

justified in rejecting him, that his labors have had no value, his

bitter sacrifices have been useless, his feeble protests against society

have had no objective justification, that at best he is a victim of

his infantile histor\', and not at all the martyr of his true ideals.

Yet psychiatrists, perhaps inadvertently, sometimes condemn bv im-

plication the entire past life of the patient, when trying to tear

down the patient's idea of himself and of society so that they can

be rebuilt in such wise that the patient will be willing to accept life

as it is.

Now, I do not believe that societv has as vet so fullv become the
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"beloved community" that such a view of the past hfe of a jiatient

can be held in any case to be absolutely true. Insistence upon its

truth naturally retards the reviving confidence of a patient in his

doctor, and so in society, whose representative the doctor is to the

patient. A patient may rightly believe that as a result of his tragic

experiences, and his deej) ponderings, he has come upon profound,

revolutionary truths, which society is not ready to accept, and that

it rejects him because he is "a voice crying in the wilderness." The

possibility of all this being the case I believe that the psychiatrist

can safely acknowledge, and so win the patient to reconciliation

to society far more quickly than by the present denials, confusions

or evasions in the matter. ( For a single illustration of the un-

certainty which now prevails in psychiatry about this matter, con-

sult : Understanding Human Nature by Alfred Adler. ) Imj^ly that

an insane person is anti-social until converted by the particular

evangelist in charge, that at present there is nothing of sacrificial

worth in his life ("Nothing in my hand I bring, simply to thy zvord

I cling"), and he will remain unconverted for some time, ikit

make clear that psychic health does not demand a denial of the

value of devotion to individually formulated truth, and a ]:)atient

will be reconciled quickly to his doctor and to societ\'—in an\'

respect in which he is not so already.

Freudianism, which views insanit)- from the standi)oint of its

origin in the initial experiences of those afflicted by it, and Adlerism.

which views insanity from the standpoint of the efiforts of the in-

dividual to master his environment, should be supplemented by a

theory of insanity, and by a technique for its analysis and cure,

based on its .social implications—both the failures of society to meet

the normal needs of the natural human being and the social ideals

in the service of which the patient has assumed burdens which have

crushed him. I'ntil this has been done, our treatment of insanit\

will be unstable, ever defeating its own efforts, inadequate.

Any tendency on the part of a i)atient toward vindicative bit-

terness against society because of what he has endured, may be over-

come by revealing all the members of society as the victims of com-

plexes and unfavorable conditions as well as the patient, and so as

worthy of the same respect (altho perhaps in varying degree ) that

he asks for himself. -At length he will see society as a drama of

conflicting forces out of which is slowly being evolved "the beloved
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community," which is the Kingdom of God. In this evolution his

struggles have an essential place. This is the teaching of religion,

for "the things that are despised did God choose." And it is the

teaching of science, for in science nothing that is can be denied its

place in the final ordering of experience. In the physical sciences,

we must in all formulas take account (implicitly) of every quantum

of matter and force. And if we are to develop a social science, we

cannot permit ourselves to regard any state of consciousness of an}'

soul as of no ultimate significance, which the totally invalid cannot

have.

All detention of a patient in a hospital as too unsocial to be at

large for his own good or that of society, till he renounces faith

in himself and accepts the conditions prevailing in the hospital—for

instance, continuous immoralities, as willingly as he would the truly

necessary injustices out in the world; or until he becomes as docile

to superiors as is a hundred percent American, is unjustified. Xo
lover of mankind has ever been so. Anna Freud in the January

number of The International Journal of Psychoanalysis (p. 37)

supports the former of the two points which I have just made, and

so by implication the social theory of insanit}' which I am advo-

cating. She seems to disapprove of insistence by authorities upon

prolonged hospital life for a patient wdiose super-ego under the

conditions of hospital life increases its demands as it would not in

normal life. Therefore she seems to believe that the actual good of

the patient should guide his treatment, that he is not to be a pawn
in the hands of his doctors, to be made over into a creature who
simply accepts his environment. She regards the patient's ideals

as the factor which should determine his environment, not vice

versa. Therefore she seems not to regard insanity as unsocial, as

something to be rebuked, stamped out. Rather, she seems to be

laying the grounds for its recognition—at least in one aspect—as

social because a constituent part of a personality not essentially at

war with society, and for its treatment as such. She writes

:

"By the kindness of Dr. Ferenczi I have had an opportunity of

seeing the notes of a mistress at one of the modern American

schools, the W'alden School. This mistress, who has had a psycho-

analytical training, describes how neurotic children whose home-

standards are strict, and who comes to her school while still in the

kindergarten age. after a longer or shorter period of holding back
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ill amazement, j^row accustomed to the extraordinarily free atmos-

phere and gradually lose their neurotic symptoms, most of which

are reactions to breaking the habit of onanism. We know that with

an adult neurotic it would be impossible to produce a similar effect.

The freer the environment into which he finds himself transplanted

the greater is his dread of the instinct in question and, therewith,

the more marked the accentuation of his neurotic defence—reactions,

i.e.. his sNmptoms. The demands made on him by his super-ego are

no longer susceptible to influence from his enviniument. .\ child,

on the contrary, once lie begins to modify his standards, is inclined

rather to go a long way in tlii^ direction and allow himself more

latitude than even the freest surroundings could permit him."

l>ut of course the outstanding author and advocate of a social

interpretation of insanity is Trigant lUirrow in his The Social Basis

of Consciousness. .\nd perhaps we shall not do justice to this

aspect until we employ "group analyses"—such as he suggests. But

even if we never go so far as that, we ought to give much thought

to this aspect of the matter and recognize it in our treatment of

patients—as some private psychiatrists are already doing largel\'

empirically.

Yet even Freudianism approaches close to the .social interpreta-

tion of insanity when it traces the origins of psychoses past the

experience of the individual to that of the race, .\dlerism does so

likewise when it views insanity from the standpoint of the purposes

of the individual. Perhaps these—at present inimical theories—will

find their conscious reconciliation in a social theory of insanity

—

as thesis and antithesis in their synthesis. And perhaps thru a

social theory of insanity, psychiatry will be brought into a fruitful

relation to social reform—to the unlimited benefit of mankind.

Perhaps in psychiatry we shall secure an exact knowledge of the

places where society presses with too great a pressure upon the

individual and how to reward the dreamer of dreams with reason-

able means of self-expression before he turns his back upon reality

in discouragement, thus at once making unnecessary the stern sacri-

fice of the insane for society and causing its mental health to be-

come sound to the core.

I'ntil we come to acknowledge that the insane are not necessarily

anti-social beings, (1) we shall not deal v^ith them wisely; (2) we

shall not deal wisely with reformers who are not adjusted to society
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as it is. yet who have not yet broken clown ( for instance, John

Ruskin before his break-down) : and so (3) we shall not be able to

induce them to turn to psychiatrists for help before a crisis has

overtaken them. To induce people to turn to mental doctors for

aid in carrying- their purposes into efifect as readil\- as people now
turn to physical doctors for the re-establishment of their bodih-

health—without an\' sense of shame or inferiorit\"— is the great need

of our contemporary life. It should be the final aim of all psvchiat-

rists. Hut, let me insist, this they cannot do until thev have di-

vorced in the public mind mental sickness and fundamentalK- un-

social attitudes.



PLURALISM, LIFE AND "\ALUE"
BY VICTOR S. YAKKOS

SIXCE the brilliant and often paradoxical William James startled

the metaphysicians and philosophers of his day by arguinj;^ for

the possibility, or probability, of a "pluralistic" universe, not a few-

writers ha\e \t'ntured to supply additional—and stronger—pnjps

for that speculation.

The latest contributor to the discussion is C. K. M. Joad, the

llritish author and exponent of recent philosophical thought. He

has published a book on Matter, Life and J'alne, and. as the title ])er-

haps indicates, the argument throughout is an effort to demolish the

basis of Monism and to prove that pluralism is, at least, more con-

sistent with the facts we human beings are forced to face and to

explain.

We cannot here consider the argument in all its details, but some

of Mr. load's views, methods of forming and drawing conclusions,

and rather curious logic will be examined and analyzed.

In the first place, he (|uestions the right of any school of thought

to make definite statements concerning the nature and complexion of

the universe. We do not know, he says, the whole of the universe,

and consequently our notion about it must necessarily be partial,

incomplete and i)iexact. This is true enough, but the reason .Monism

has found wide acceptance is to be found in the simi)le fact that it

gave a better account of what we did and do know of the universe

than does any other theory. If new knowledge, additional data,

tend to refute Monism and enthrone pluralism, the philosophical

situation is undergoing a great change, and serious thinkers will have

to readjust their view.

Mr. Joad says further that he has never been able to find a good
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reason why the universe should be reduced to one thing instead of

two or more things, or principles. Yet the reason or reasons have

been presented again and again, and most thinkers have found them

cogent and satisfactory. It is the business of the pluralists to refute

and invalidate them, and this they have scarcely- succeeded in doing

thus far.

The quintessence of Mr. Joad's own argument may be summar-

ized as follows :—We are bound to conceive of or construct the

mental model of the universe with the materials we possess, ignoring

nothing and assuming nothing. Well, the actual materials, contends

our author, include at least three independent existing "reals"

—

namely, Matter, Life and \'alue. Xo philosophy, it is contended, has

covered and explained all reality, though some systems have fur-

nished tolerably respectable accounts of some realities. The physical

nnk'crsc is "given." It is a fact from which the human mind cannot

escape. The Life Force is another and distinct fact; it resists any

effort of thinkers or rhetoricians to merge it with matter. The latter,

indeed, seems to act as the instrument or servant of the former.

Finally, there emerges the World of lvalue—distinct, self-existent,

supreme. In its highest forms and reaches, according to the author,

life contemplates and exalts value. Mystics, poets, prophets and

idealists excel all others in their appreciation and realization of

value. The goal of evolution is to be conceived as "continuous

awareness of a world of objective value." When that final stage is

reached, "the Life Force will come to rest in the contemplation of

reality."

However, this ecstatic contemplation of realitv fullv revealed

will never be possible to the average man. Only the happv few, the

chief actors in the evolutionary drama, will catch fleeting glimpses

of the infinite, the realm of pure being. Only the life force in its

totality will rejoice in the apprehension of the complete realitv.

Truly, a fearful-wonderful metaphysical system ! Alas, it sounds

better than it is. Let us reduce it to its elements and see what is

left of each of them after majestic and noble w^ords have been trans-

lated into plain terms of speech.

First of all let us ask whether it is true, and universally admitted

to be true, that matter, life and value are distinct, self-suhsistent

reals. This claim is opposed to all modern physics and astrophysics.

W'hat is matter? We do not know. It is composed of atoms, and
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the atoms are miniature solar systems with positive and negative

units of electricity as the planets. Well, what is electricity? Again,

we do not know. \\'e do not know the stuff of our material universe.

Hence we have no right to call it "material." W'e have no right to

call it spiritual, or anything else, either. We simply note its behavior

in certain circumstances and describe it.

In the second place, let us ask our metaphysician if he knows

where matter, no-life ends, and Life begins. He cannot tell us, and

no one else can. The line is far from clear or bold. We do not

know what life is, what causes it to emerge, and just what occurs

when it does emerge. We know that living beings act ditf'erentl)'

from things that are not alive, but that is all. For practical jjurposes,

to be sure, life is a distinct real, but metaphysics and philosophy are

not satisfied with practical purposes. Life and matter may not be

as independent of each other as they seem to be. We simply must

suspend judgment upon the question of their interdependence or

mutual independence.

Xow, as to Value. It is to be granted, of course, that \alue im-

plies life. Where there is no life, there can be no thought, no con-

templation, no wonder and awe, and hence no conception of value

or values. lUit— is value a human monopoly? The Life b^trce in-

forms, and acts thrfuigli, the lower animals and the tiniest insects

as well as through evolved and "Godlike" human beings. The most

marvelous thing in nature, said Darwin, is the ant's microscoi)ic bit

of matter we call its brain. Does that bit of matter generate value?

If not, at what point is value born?

But, insists Mr. Joad, value though it implies life, is yet a distinct

and self-subsistent real. Is it? Modern thought holds that value is

significant only because it enhances and exalts life, not for its own
sake, if we can think at all of value- for-its-own sake. Value is a

name we give to qualities or manifestations of Life, which makes
our own existence desirable, pleasant, thrilling, worthy from a cer-

tain point of view. Life, even animal life, would be im|)ossil)le

without value—without, that is, altruism, .sympathy, mutual aid, even

sacrifices. How, then, can it be maintained that value is distinct

from life? And in what sense can it be called self-subsistent?

\ alue has always, and in all religious systems, been regarded as

a condition of the good life—either on earth (jr in some other and
better world. Mr. Joad renounces personal immortality and the
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whole notion of life after death so far as individuals are concerned.

But he cannot deny the importance of value—of goodness, truth,

beauty, wisdom—to life on earth. It is therefore, inconsistent for

him to assert the independent, self-subsistent reality of value, apart

from life.

He may claim, if the words convey any meaning to him, that, in

addition to the limited, prosaic values of our sublunar existence,

there is the ultimate value of the contemplation of the Infinite of

Pure Being by the abstract, disembodied force of life. Frankly, to

most modern thinkers such phrases must seem empty and barren.

How does a life force engage in contemplation, and to what end and

purpose ?

Air. Joad appears to know what the goal of evolution is. Xo

one else knows that,—at least, no one else who thinks scientifically.

The ignorant, naive fundamentalists imagine they know the goal of

evolution, but who attaches the slightest significance to their childish

ideas ?

The simple truth is, no human mind can hope to form an}- hy-

pothesis regarding the purpose or goal of evolution. The guesses

and notions of the past are crude and naive, and we have nothing

to substitute for them. Mr. Joad himself has only contempt for the

notion that the purpose of the universe is "the preparation of a

certain number of human souls for perfection." But even if we

suppose that all human beings are to achieve perfection at some

remote day, it would be rather ridiculous to assume that the universe

was set developing just for the purpose of fitting the human race for

what is vaguely called perfection. What larger purpose would

that purpose serve ?

Apparently, Air. Joad believes that certain privileged persons

—

poets, mystics and prophets namely—are able to read some of the

secrets of the universe, to enjoy ecstatic visions of reality. Then

why have these happy few never been able to communicate their

special knowledge to the rest of us? What philosopher, poet or

mystic has vouchsafed to us a tolerably satisfactory account of

Reality ? When they try, words fail them, or rather, ideas fail them.

They cannot describe what they feel or think they see. Thev talk of

communion with the Whole, or with God, or with nature. Some of

them say that their visions convince them that the universe is

friendly to Man, and they conclude, therefore, that the alleged
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human craving for immortality—a sheer assumption—must be

gratified somehow and somewhere, and that hfe must uhimately

reahze itself in some glorious and permanent form. L'nfortunatel>

,

those who talk about their intuitions and visions are not necessarily

good interpreters of these i)henomena. Professor Leuba thinks that

psychology and psychiatry have more prosaic and scientific explana-

tions to give us of the alleged glimpses and fleeting contacts with the

infinite.

After all, the staunch and unterrified orthodox thinker, who says

he accepts God on faith and finds the commandments and injunc-

tions of God in some book, is more rational than the mystical

metaphysician. The former knows that the ways of his God are

inscrutable and mysterious, and that finite minds cannot enter into

any actual relation with the infinite, perfect and eternal. The latter

images vain things and evolves theories out of his own inner con-

sciousness, which he often misreads.

Xo. it is idle to pretend that Pluralism explains any facts left

unaccounted for b\' Monism. On the contrar\', it raises more diffi-

culties than does Monism. The agnostic leans to the latter view be-

cause its simplicity accords w^ith the observed unity and order of

nature. It may not solve the ultimate problem, but it emerges out of

the study and contemplation of the phenomena of nature, includi>m

the human spirit. The doctrine of relativity re-enforces Monism.

The new physics, with its striking comparisons of stars and atoms,

also re-enforces the Monistic conception. The modern idea that

mental and physical are merely two aspects of the same occurrence

is clearly Monistic in its implications.

To repeat, we ma}- not know or understand the whole of nature,

but we cannot build on the unknown and the unrevealed. It seems

certain that what we do know points to ]\Ionism.
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